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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

WHAT’S INSIDE?

In the very center of the Philippine archipelago lay three jewels: of the purest
marble (Romblon); of the finest, multifaceted crystal (Tablas); and, of the most
seductive emerald (Sibuyan). Together they form the geographic and, in some
ways, the spiritual heart of the Philippines.
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During ten days in January and February these three jewels offered us a
glimpse of their brilliance and their desire to be noticed. Also, few other places
in the Philippines have such passion for preservation and such determination
to offer the global tourist, in search of the perfect escape from the excesses of
places such as Boracay Island, good value for money.
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We were going to headline the Active Water Sports Destination section of this
edition “Escape from Boracay”, but as we traveled the islands we discovered
that this was not quite appropriate. None of these jewels are comparable to
Boracay; they can easily stand alone, surpass and, as a symbolic trident weapon
against the ravages of global greed, can (and should) be developed as majestic
eco-tourism symbols for the World to marvel at.
The passion for conservation and preservation is pervasive here. In the municipality
of San Fernando, Sibuyan, Mayor Dindo Rios unequivocally stated that, on his
watch, “I will protect the biodiversity of the island [against mining and logging]
whatever the cost”. A poignant statement of defiance, uttered with unprompted
ardor, in a place where the forces of evil have already scarred some of the landscape
and, unless the Supreme Court finds in favor of the majority, worse is yet to come.
The challenge (especially) in the case of the most lustrous emerald gem is that
both gold and nickel lay beneath the otherwise protected slopes of the iconic
Mount Guiting-guiting and elsewhere. To rape Mt. Guiting-guiting would be the
death of one of the World’s last wilderness spaces where: as many as 1551
different species of tree per square kilometer reach for supremacy in the rainforest canopy; 131 species of birds find perch; four endemic rodent species
forage for their supper; and, at least one endemic species of fruit bat helps pollinate
the trees and plants while seeding the forest floor. In fact, there are more
endemic species on the tiny island of Sibuyan than in the whole of Europe.
Aside from the spectacular landscape of Sibuyan, the combined trio of Romblon
province’s main islands offer the adventurous tourist scores of beaches & bays,
a hundred crystal clear rivers & streams, voluminous acreages of forested
mountains, coral reefs rolled out like carpets and verdant slopes where to find
organic vegetables to tantalize any palate.
The other main challenge (and one easier to overcome) is transportation to/
from the islands. Despite being at the center of the archipelago, the airlines
and the ferry companies have apparently conspired to make access as difficult as
possible. With a little thought and cooperation, ferry, road and airline schedules
could be adjusted to make access simple and cost effective, thus expanding
ten-fold the opportunity for local and international tourism; with additional
landings (instead of protectionism) by sea and air, the opportunities would
expand a hundred-fold.
Read now and discover why Romblon will never be like its infamous neighbor
Boracay, but for those who seek the alternative they will find it all in the islands
at the heart of the Philippines.
In this edition of Active Boating & Watersports you will also find evidence of
the Philippines becoming the venue for major international water sports events,
and this can only bode well for tourism and for the future of the country in
general. Enjoy having fun in the Philippines!

Tourists from Iceland enjoying Tablas Fun Resort, Looc Bay
Cover photo by Girlie Cervantes
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Sailing media
aficionados
commented
that this was
perhaps the
first time in
Asian history
that a major
regatta has
had a race
day canceled
because of too
much wind.

Words and
photographs by
MARTYN WILLES

rincipal Race Officer Jerry Rollin said of this year’s
Boracay Cup Regatta that “It has been the most
successful event because the sailing has been different
every day and the post race parties have been excellent”.

sailing in the Philippines to a global audience of beach
lovers, who have front row seats to the vista of racing
yachts beating and running in front Boracay’s Worldfamous white sand beach.

This simple statement, while true, does not do justice
to this extraordinary Boracay Cup Regatta, held in one
of the the Philippines’ most fun locations for extreme
sailing experiences: Boracay.

The Boracay Cup Regatta is the place to race if you
want to lay claim to the coveted Boracay Cup trophy.

Since 2004, the waters off Boracay Island have played
host to some of Asia’s finest sailors and some of its
largest racing yachts. International sailing stalwarts of
the annual Boracay regatta events, such as Australia’s
Neil Pride trade tacks and gybes with Hong Kong’s steel
magnate Frank Pong and the ever competitive Sam
Chan, because it is the only Asian regatta race series
that thoroughly tests both boats and crew – sometimes
to breaking point. Philippine yachts, skippered by
Judes Echauz, Ray Ordoveza, Jun Avecilla and Martin
Tanco, join them in Boracay to compete (and frequently
win) against their Asian rivals, to promote the sport of

The pre-regatta party, on the beach at the Sea Wind
Resort, set the scene for a series of post-race awards
parties. Almost no expense was spared to make all
crews feel welcome on the Philippines’ most beautiful
resort beach.
The first day of racing offered prelude to four days of
dramas galore. Along the race courses, uncharacteristically
northerly breezes, touching 25 knots, were reported by
many competitors and seas more frequently seen on the
annual Hong Kong to Vietnam Race were offered up,
complete with brilliant, aquamarine wave tops. Beating
into the monstrous waves at the top of Boracay Island
put crew and yachts to the test.

Boracay
Cup

Principal Race Officer
Jerry Rollin happy with
the regatta
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Above: Racing class
yachts start the final
race of the Boracay
Cup Regatta 2013
Above Right: Frank
Pong’s Jelik took line
honors in every race

Even before the racing started, Jonathan Mahony’s
Zanzibar,, pulled out of the day’s competition as the
Zanzibar
strong winds and rough seas sent one crew member
flying across the deck and straight to hospital. With
diminutive headsails, the remaining fleet of nine yachts
set off to test their skills and their courage around
island-circumnavigating courses.
Active Boating & Watersports was aboard Austen
Chamberlain’s Sorcerer (Irwin 37) in the IRC Cruiser
Racing division. Sorcerer was chartered for the event
by the legendary Australian sailing champion, Peter
Sorensen, and his jovial crew, made up of sailing
enthusiasts from Australia and Ireland.
With only one short practice aboard Sorcerer
Sorcerer, during
the afternoon before, the crew were still trying to
discover all of the yacht’s plus points. Sorcerer was the
oldest yacht in the fleet and was designed and built in
the era before light weight carbon composite materials.
She is significantly heavier than her class rivals and was
of a design that has been superseded because of its
challenging instability in downwind sailing. The lack of
practice, combined with her extra weight and challenging
design meant Sorcerer could only finish third on the
day, behind Jun Avecilla’s Selma Star (Beneteau First
36.7) and Martin Tanco’s Centennial II (Sydney 46).
In the IRC Racing class, Ray Ordoveza’s Karakoa (Excel
53) added a first place victory to his first place win in
the Subic to Boracay race – the feeder race that delivers
most of the yachts from Subic Bay to Boracay Island, a
couple of days before the main event.
Karakoa was placed ahead of Neil Pride’s HiFi and
Frank Pong’s Jelik (Reichel/Pugh 75). Reveling in the
Pacific Ocean like conditions, Karakoa (a prototype
for the now famous TP52 racing yachts) beat her rivals
by just 26 seconds and a little more than two minutes
respectively.
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The awards party that evening was less elaborate than
the welcome party but gave all crews the time to
exchange their amazing stories of the day.
Day two dawned with howling winds and heavy rain.
The Coast Guard cutter Nueva Vizcaya,
Vizcaya that offered
logistical support and an official spectators’ platform,
reported gusts of 40 knots near the race-start area and
an early decision was made to cancel racing for the day
for safety reasons. In fact all water sports along Boracay
beach were suspended for much of the day. Sailing
media aficionados commented that this was perhaps
the first time in Asian history that a major regatta has
had a race day canceled because of too much wind . . .
such is the extreme offered by Boracay sailing in
February.
Racing crews took the day-off to nurse bruised knees
and elbows from the day before or, to tour the Boracay
Island . . . a few even ventured across to Boracay’s other
famous kiteboarding venue - Bulabog Beach.
On Bulabog Beach, the kiteboarders were scarce because
the winds were only suitable for professional and
advanced boarders, but those that ventured out enjoyed
extreme speed and more than enough wind to practice
tricks that may win them trophies in the future.
I took the time to listen to Peter Sorensen’s life story
of sailing, which spans the globe and more than half a
century of skippering racing yachts of almost every size.
Peter could easily lay claim to being the father of the
18-foot racing skiff, at least to the Australian versions
thereof. Involved from the beginning in innovation
and exploration of the maximum speed achievable
on an 18-foot sailing yacht, Peter has won more 18foot championships than he can count. Peter has also
competed in Rolex Sydney Hobart races, including
the fateful 1998 race where so many yachts failed to

www.princessyachts.com
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complete the course and lives were lost despite the
heroic rescue attempts by the Australian Coast Guard.
Peter is more usually found skippering his Sydney 36CR
(The Philosopher’s Club), in his home port of Sydney,
Australia, were he regularly wins first place trophies in
the company of the majority of the crew he brought to
Boracay for the Boracay Cup Regatta 2013.

Right: Ray Ordoveza’s
Karakoa won the
Boracay Series after
their 1st place in the
Subic Boracay Race
Below: Jun Avecilla’s
Selma Star skippered
by Australia’s Peter
Sorensen came a
close 2nd in Cruiser
Racer class

At the appointed time a “canceled race party” at Cafe
Del Mar commenced and easily made up for the lack of
racing. Hosts, Tootsie Ronnholm and Nenette AguirreGraf, motivated assembled crew to participate in
a series of entertaining competitions to erase the
disappointment of a non-racing day; international race
jurors pitched in as competition judges and awarded
easily consumed prizes of rum, courtesy of Tanduay.
Day three saw softened breezes although the rain
showers persisted; windward leeward courses were
set for the IRC Racing and IRC Cruiser Racing classes.
Sorcerer was a non-starter after she uncharacteristically
suffered engine failure – with the forecast breezes of up
to 24 knots it was voted unsafe to venture out without
the ability to return under motor or even to motor out
of trouble, if trouble was what was in store. Sorcerer’s
somewhat disappointed crew went early ashore to await
the racing results and the party at the Red Coconut
Resort. Martin Tanco again triumphed over Jun Avecilla
in the IRC Cruiser Racer class, which left no chance for
Peter Sorensen to take the championship on the final
day of racing to follow.
In a magnanimous gesture, characteristic of the sport
of sailing and of Filipino generosity, Jun Avecilla
offered Peter Sorensen and his crew the chance to take
command of Selma Star for the final race day, with
supplemental crew from Selma Star’s muster. A short
windward leeward race was followed by a long course a windward beat, followed by a run along Boracay’s
white beach to a turning mark off the Shangri-La’s
Boracay Resort & Spa, then back to the first mark for

Neil Pride’s HiFi
took home the
Boracay Cup Regatta
trophy after a gritty
performance on the
final day
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a leeward run to the finish. The sun, that had eluded
the regatta thus far, also came out for the final race
and finally I was able to pixelate the competitors in the
manner that they should be appreciated.
Almost reaching the finish, Martin Tanco retired
Centennial II from the race, ceding victory to Peter
Sorensen and his combined crew, and capping a
regatta that indeed delivered something different on
every single race day, including chivalry, camaraderie
and the warmth of the Philippine spirit.
In the IRC Racing class the overall honors went to Neil
Pride’s HiFi, with Karakoa taking second place and
Frank Pong’s Jelik powering on the pressure to capture
third place. However, by virtue of their win in the Subic
Boracay Race, Karakoa picked up the perpetual Boracay
Series trophy.
The final awards party on the beach in front of the
Boracay Regency was a gastronomic affair, and the
announcement of results and the prizes were
dispatched in a well coordinated cavalcade. And, for
the first time that I can recall in Boracay, the assembled
media were also officially recognized for their efforts to
promote the Boracay Cup Regatta 2013.

Above: Karakoa crew
celebrate their 1st
place Series win
Left:Tootsie Ronnholm
motivated the
assembled crews

There are few who would argue that, if your are
serious about performance yacht racing then the Boracay
Cup Regatta is the premiere racing event in Asia, and
Boracay is the premiere venue.
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Camaraderie &
Rowing to

The Official ARAE
Dinner the night
before the Paoay
regatta Finals

Words &
photographs by
BRUCE CURRAN

Here in Paoay
the work was
done and the
dream lives on
. . . and the
event has left
its timeless
mark.

A

major international rowing event has recently
finished at Paoay Lake, Ilocos Norte, in the
far north west of Luzon island. The 71st ARAE-FEARA
Regatta (‘Amateur Rowing Association of the East’‘Far East Amateur Rowing Association’) ran from 13th
to 20th of January 2013.

Manila Boat Club. This is only the beginning for them,
because Paoay Lake is now to become an International
Rowing Training Centre. Before too long Filipinos will be
brought up to the mark and will be competing in other
rowing events, with a long term focus on Rowing in the
Olympic Games - the biggest sporting event on earth.

It was admirably hosted by the Manila Boat Club and
fully supported by the government of Ilocos Norte
(www.tourismilocosnorte.com) under the leadership of
Governor Imee Marcos.

Here in Paoay, single rowers competed against each
other, as well as pairs and foursomes. Men and women
in full oar-swing, rowing up to 500 metres down the
set course.

Over 100 contestants from six countries had a full week
of rowing, beginning with practices, warm up races and
then, on the Saturday, the real racing took place with
the Finals.

Sri Lanka, India, Pakistan, Singapore, Hong Kong,
Australia, and Philippines as the hosts, were all
aboard for eight days of rowing.

Notable amongst the contestants were teams from
two local Universities in Laoag City, who just competed
against each other, having only actually been rowing
for a single week, with their training arranged by the
BOATING&
WATERSPORTS

In addition to the promotional support of Active Boating
& Watersports magazine, the Business Mirror was
the Official Print Media Partner for the Event, and The
Manila Bulletin and The Inquirer newspapers were the
Official Media Supporters of this unique occasion.

& Competition
to Victory

Governor Imee
Marcos hosted the
Grand Finale at the
Malacañang of the
North

Oars are used by the contestants to propel the boats.
Classic oars used to be made out of wood, but these
days modern oars are made from more expensive and
durable synthetic material, the most common being
carbon fibre. Sliding seats add power by giving leverage
to the legs backed up by full body movement all
directly linked to the oarsmen’s arm strokes.

Every country one a cup or two with their best rowers,
and garlands were presented to all the winning teams,
with prizes to the first three finishers in each race. The
competition was closely contested, and the best men
and women crossed the finishing lines.

The International Camaraderie

Rowing is one of the few non-weight bearing sports
that exercises all the main muscle groups, including
the quads, the biceps, the triceps, the lats, the glutes
and the abdominal muscles. These areas of the body
coordinate to transfer power down to an oarsman’s
blade, and the craft swiftly slices a path through water.

The night before the Finals there was a Grand Dinner,
which had people from all countries giving speeches
throughout the evening, and many handing out
gifts to the hosts and to other clubs and to chosen
individuals - people who had been in the saddle to
ensure this event happened in style. It was a magic
evening of pure camaraderie where ‘rowing’, as the
The Manila Boat Club has some punchy phrases to single common-denominator, brought people from all
keep everyone focused: “Totus Tractus Una – Latin for walks of life together as friends, associates, colleagues
‘Together Pulling as One’; “The GLORY is in the TEAM, and comrades in arms!
NOT the INDIVIDUAL.”; “Winning medals is good, racing
is better, loving the sport is best!”
Then came the day of the Finals.
BOATING&
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After the end of the competition the Grand Finale came
with the magnificent reception in the truly classic building
perched above Paoay Lake, known as the Malacañang
of the North. The true home of the Marcos family, and
a building oozing ambiance, history and hope for the
future.

Men’s Fours
Winners Madras
Rowing Club

Governor Marcos’s team organized a spectacular evening
and without exception everyone was taken aback with
the superb cultural dancing displayed by four separate
groups. Dancing that demanded unique skills, including
balancing full glasses of water on dancing heads, leaping
with partners from bench top to bench top, light-footed
steps between clanging bamboo poles and, last but
not least, the elegance and coordinated dancing of a
troupe of brightly dressed belly-dancers par excellence.
At the end of the final show a gaggle of rowers were
invited on stage and had a go at a bamboo step or
two. The competition and camaraderie had now all but
gelled within a single mould . . . the hospitality and
cultural embrace created an overwhelmingly ambiance,
and an evening that will never be forgotten. Such is the
magic of the Filipino, which confirmed there billing as a
‘people often friendly beyond compare’.
It had been the sport of rowing that had brought it all
together. A famous Rowing Coach has said, “Rowing is
a sport for dreamers. As long as you put in the work,
you can own the dream. When the work stops, the
dream disappears”. Here in Paoay the work was done
and the dream lives on . . . and the event has left its
timeless mark.

Women’s Fours –
Winners the Madras
Rowing Club

ARAE Dinner Mr.
Benjie Ramos, the
President of the
Philippine Rowing
Association addressing
the International
Rowing Teams
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The Manila Boat Club says “Winning oar Losing. More
fun in the Philippines.” The Englishman Thomas Moore
tunes in with “Faintly as tolls the evening chime, Our
voices keep tune and our oars keep time.” But now
Paoay Lake has lent its own helping hand . . . and Rowing
to Victory is a new cry to be heard in Ilocos Norte.
The 1st Paoay Lake International Rowing Regatta was
a resounding success and there will be many more to
follow. Winning oar Losing, Rowing is now definitively
more fun in the Philippines.
For more information about rowing in the Philippines,
contact the Manila Boat Club through their website:
www.manilaboatclub.com.
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When the more
advanced
rider’s play with
the waves, one
can frequently
see a feast of
surfer’s vying
to ride the
same wave
at different
points along
its length.

Words &
photographs by
GIRLIE CERVANTES

Surfer’s prepare for
their next heat
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Manila Surfers C

t is unbelievable how many water sports activities
are happening all at the same time in February. I
was commissioned by our Consulting Editor, Martyn
Willes, to cover the two-day 8th Manila Surfers Cup
in La Union, while he covered the annual sailing event
Subic-Boracay Race and Boracay Cup Regatta.
Compelled by our desire to expose as many water sports
activities and destinations as possible in the magazine,
I ventured to travel from down South (Davao City) to
the Surfing Capital of the North - San Juan, La Union,
for the first time. Call me excited, I came an hour and a
half early to the Partas Bus Station in Cubao, where to
meet the Manila Surfers Association (MSA) Vice President
for Media Affairs, Mags Martin, who introduced me to
other media personalities covering surfing competitions.
The 7-hour trip from Cubao to the North was uneventful
as we (myself and my travel buddy Tricia Aquino of
Interaksyon) slept most of the way, until we felt the
agonizing back and butt pain from the prolonged
sitting. At first, I didn’t quite understand the logic of
the late night travel but then I discovered that majority

of the surfers have Monday-Friday jobs and take the
weekends off just to catch the waves and be stoked.
On Urbitztondo Beach, San Juan, we were housed in
a simple yet cozy surfer’s home, with bunk beds and
hammocks, called the Circle Hostel. It is the San Juan
home for many fun loving and friendly, back-pack
surfers from Manila because it is strategically located
across from the surfing beach; inexpensive (not to
mention they offer free bread, local peanut butter and
bananas for breakfast) but more importantly ‘no one is
a stranger’ at the Circle Hostel.
From the hostel we walked about half a kilometer to
Monalisa Beach, where the competition was on-going.
I can hear Mags babbling away as she named the
Manila Surfing Association registered wave riders to
display their wares in the Longboard and Shortboard
divisions, for the Novice and Open, Men and Women
categories; day two would be for the Invitational and
Costume competitions. There were at least 40 surfers
competing in this friendly competition.

Cup in La Union
The surfing beach of San Juan has at least eight surf breaks
plus two in Bacnotan - where there is an area for both
beginners and the more advanced riders. For the 8th MSA
the completion was at the break they call the “POINT.” The
Point, from a point of view of a non–surfer like me, looks
rough, with enormous waves and white rapids. There are
two surfing seasons when surfer’s can enjoy the waves in
La Union, October - March & August - September.
As I watched the surfers paddle out from shore to catch
the waves and execute their maneuvers in each heat, I
grappled to understand this surface water sport called
surfing. This feeling is not new to me, I have experienced
the same fate, of going ‘gaga’ and ‘brain racked’ with
the conundrum of terminologies, while covering my
first wakeboarding competition.
To the an untrained eye surfing, as it is commonly known
and understood in this modern day and age, seems so
complicated to judge, especially when I compare it with
the other branches of surface waters sports, which I
have personally tried, like cable park wakeboarding,
windsurfing and kayaking. In surfing, the surfer aims

to match the speed of the wave by paddling towards the
shore, as soon as the wave carries the surfer forward,
the surfer aims to stand and ride the waves while
performing mysteriously-point-winning maneuvers.
As I watch the surfers paddle in, I am enthralled by the
rolling waves, which the surfers face and ride, but still,
I could not work out how those surfboards slide on the
walls of those enormous waves. Seriously observing, I
see them pump on the waves and perform certain
maneuvers and tricks that my wakeboarding friends
would be familiar with. Basically, the idea is to position
the surfboard just before the breaking part (white
water) of the wave where the ‘face’ of the wave is
steepest and use the force of gravity to accelerate and
travel for as long as possible.
The conundrum of surfing terminologies slowly
absorbed, I still had to ask what the pros and the cons
of board size were to a rider.
Surf boards come in different sizes, shapes and designs
and are very personal to each rider. The longboards,
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generally 9 to 10 feet (around 3.0 meters) in length.
Competitive longboard surfers, like Buji Libarnes
(champion of Invitational Longboard), has mastered
longboard ‘walking’ maneuvers to a point I where he
is dancing on the board, passing back & forth across
the wave, and executing turn 360 turns. Buji has been
a surfer for at least 13 years.
On the other hand, Lui Tortuya (champion for the
Invitational Shortboard), has mastered skills for shortradius turns. The short board, though hard to ride, is
excellent for surfers who are adventurous in executing
tricks and maneuvers – agility can be bested with a
shortboard.
Above: Nikki Dela Paz:
swift but smooth
maneuvers made every
woman envy her
sophistication and style
Above right:
Riding the waves
while performing
mysteriously-pointwinning maneuvers

Nikki dela Paz, the winner for the Invitation Short
Board Women Division, is an architect by profession
but jokingly professed that surfing is her day job. She
executed swift but smooth maneuvers that made every
woman envy her sophistication and style.
The first day competition ended just before sun-down
and the winners for the Open and Novice divisions
were announced at the party.

The second day proved to be a more visually exciting,
event with the surfers competing in the Invitational
division. When the more advanced rider’s play with
the waves, one can frequently see a feast (should that
be ‘gaggle’ or ‘pod’) of surfer’s vying to ride the same
wave at different points along its length . . . for beginners,
catching waves was obviously a common problem. At
the end of the day when the competition is over – all
were friends.
Beyond fun, competition and passion for surfing, the
MSA surfer’s are committed to positively impact
communities near local surf spots. Here in La Union,
they embarked on a Corporate Social Responsibility
program, allocating the proceeds of the competition to
MSA’s Surfskwela Fund, which in turn benefited three
educational institutions through the provision of five
computer units and school supplies per school.
For more information about ho w and where to ride the
La Union surf, contact the Manila Surfer’s Association
through email: manilasurfersassociation@gmail.com.

Finalists of the Men’s
short board Invitational
Division

Below left: Winners of
the Invitational DivisionMen’s Shortboard: Lui
Tortuya , Women’s Longboard: Lorraine Lapus,
Women’s Shortboard:
Nikki Dela Paz and Men’s
Longboard: Buji Libarnes
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Kapamilya Star.
Mylene Dizon enjoying
the surfing in La Union

PADDLE - PEDAL - SAIL
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EMAIL: hobie@e-2-door.com PHONE: (632) 867-8608 MOBILE: +63-918-9999-E2D
SHOWROOM: 2F BMW Autozentrum, Commerce Avenue, Ayala Alabang, Muntinlupa City 4037769

The dramatic
vistas of crystalline structures, sparkling
like diamonds
in Graff’s
display trays on
Madison Avenue except that
these display
trays are wall
to ceiling to the
other wall.

Words &
photographs by
JULIET SOLAR

C

aving is not something that comes easily to mind
when we talk about water sports but herein
the Philippines we are actually blessed with hundreds
of watery, limestone caves. Caving (“spelunking”,
“potholing”- depending where you live around the globe)
is not so much a sport as a recreation but the Philippine
Speleological Society, and other similar groups in
Mindanao and elsewhere, go one step farther –
they work with the Department of Environment &
Natural Resources (DENR) to also rehabilitate and
protect cave systems.
Why do caves need rehabilitating and protecting?
Because they offer habitat to both prolific &
endangered species, and they are significant tourist
attractions that generate income for local communities.
The 13th Philippine Speleological Society Cave Congress
will be held 8th through 13th April, in the spectacular
caving region of New Corella, Davao del Norte. About
90 minutes by road North of Davao International
Airport, New Corella is the water basin for the plains
area where acre after acre of bananas are grown and
harvested. New Corella is a place of tumbling waterfalls
and cascading rivers, delivering clean fresh water to the
plantations. Most of the water travels through caves at
some point along its passage to the plain.
Over eons and millennia, the water has dripped from
the roofs of the caves to create some of the most
spectacular stalagmites and stalactites on the planet;
many of the caves systems feature underground waterfalls and rivers.
The experience of caving is something to be savored
like a fine wine. In my mind I can easily recall the
images of my first New Corella experience: the dramatic
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vistas of crystalline structures, sparkling like diamonds
in Graff’s display trays on Madison Avenue except that
these display trays are wall to ceiling to the other wall.
There was a time when I imagined I would never enter
a cave. I could not comprehend how my brain could
overcome the trepidation, in contemplation of squeezing
through narrow passages and down dark wet holes,
to follow a river for a kilometer or more from its underground source to its exit into the sunshine. But that
was before I visited New Corella for the first time in
2010.
Now I am a convert. In the company of experienced
cavers and guides I overcame my trepidation and can
now attest that the ground beneath our feet can be as
spectacular as any coral reef and the rewards received
are in gaining an understanding of how Mother Nature
ever so slowly shapes our World for our benefit.
The task of this year’s Cave Congress is to define cave
management plans that will assist the local authorities
and caving enthusiasts to better monitor and protect
this Philippine heritage embodied in our caves. The
cave management plans will include programs to:
educate those who live above ground to better define
their land use and conversion plans, so that they will
also protect that which lies beneath; and, assist in
community income generation projects that will allow
the people of the area to benefit from the tourist
dollars that will surely flow in, once New Corella
is placed firmly on the bucket list of local and
international caving enthusiasts.
To find out more about the 13th Philippine National
Caving Congress contact: +63 918 946-5244.
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The informality
of the OASP
group is
comforting
because it
demands no
membership
fee, no regular
meetings
only KAPENAKALIT
(instant coffee
meet ups) and
photowalks.

Words by
GIRLIE CERVANTES

Photographs
courtesy of OASP

JERRY ANG
Architect
OASP Group photo
during the Photowalk at
Deca Wakeboard Park,
Davao City
BOATING&
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“

Photowalk-W

want to be a water sports photographer” was
never an answer I’d give as a child when I was
asked “what would you want to be when you grow
up?.” Although I had photography as one of the core
subjects of my BS Development Communication degree,
I never imagined myself capturing photographs for
a water sports magazine. But “ta-dah,” the doors of
opportunity for water sports photojournalism opened
and here I am as the official photographer of Active
Boating Watersports magazine.

virtual members - professional and amateur photographers,
photojournalist, hobbyists, students and Camera Club
members, who engage in a daily Photo of the Day
competitions and photowalk sessions.
One of the photowalk sessions the group engaged
in was a visit to Deca Wakeboard Park, where OASP
member, Chinot Adao was mustering his skill. Subsequently,
the OASP admin put up Water Sports as one of the
themes for the ‘Photo of the Day’ competition. In
this article, I dare not include any of my work (I have
enough in this issue), instead I would like to showcase the work of the OASP master “KAPITIK” (photo
clickers) Dr. Rodrio Layug and Benigno Salcedo who
emerged as winners on the Photo of the Day on
Watersports.

As a photographer, I consider myself very lucky to
have a ‘click group’ who unselfishly share the passion
for photography and at value respect and friendship.
Albeit informal, I am a part of an assemblage known
as the On Any Sunday Photowalk (OASP). To me the
informality of the OASP group is comforting because
it demands no membership fee, no regular meetings Another set of photographs, which I took special
only KAPE-NAKALIT (instant coffee meet ups) and interest in, are the “Kayak” by Jojo Bulseco and the
photowalks.
“Underwater Wedding Photo”, by one of the best
wedding and portrait photographers of Davao: Roland
The On Any Sunday Photowalk Facebook Group account Jumawan. The OASP group photo was taken by Jerry
(originally the Canon Sharp Shooters) https://www. Ang (now residing in Canada) at the DECA wakeboard
facebook.com/groups/oaspcommunity/, which aims to park during our photowalk.
unite Davao photographers through a social networking
group, was created on 05 March 2012. It aims to provide As a showcase, the OASP embarked on Coffee Table
an avenue for sharing photographs, experiences, book project, which will be released in time for the
learning, techniques, skills, gadgets and accessories in groups’ 1st year anniversary. Keep on clicking OASP
photography. Managed by a group of 10 administrators, - Passion We Share Friendship We Care.
the OASP facebook group has a strength of 601

Water Sports

RODRIGO T. LAYUG, MD
Physician
‘Splash’ - the Surf Capital
of Davao - Dahican, Mati

JOJO BULSECO
‘Kayak’ taken at
Secdea Resort in Babak,
Island Garden city of
Samal
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ROLAND JUMAWAN
Photojournalist/
Wedding and Portrait
Photographer
‘Victor & Maris’ Underwater Wedding
Photography - taken at
the Paradise Island Beach
Resort after their beach
wedding ceremony

BENIGNO D. SALCEDO
Marketing Assistant
‘BackFlip’ - A Korean
Wakeboarder attempt
to do a 360˚ Backflip at
Deca Homes Wakeboard
Park, Davao City
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beautiful sunny day on the last weekend in
November set the scene for the 2012 Balai
Isabel Round Taal Lake Volcano Hobie Challenge.

l Lake
egatta
Getting Ready for the Start

Excitement from the Competitors and spectators was
evident as 17 knot winds were being forecast. Yacht
Club Manager Peter Copotosto gave a welcome
address and explained the course and conditions
of each leg of the days racing.
To assist with wind predictions and changes, Lake
Taal have installed a new system in conjunction with
Aboitiz and Metoemedia. This weather satellite
system gives complete hourly forecasts of wind speed,
changes and direction, plus many other weather
aspects to assist the competitors. A great asset to the
club, and all boating enthusiasts
that visit Lake Taal Yacht Club.

Words and
photographs by
BARRY DAWSON

Davie and
Ann Rennie
were way
out in front
for the 3rd
race until
they made a
miscalculated
tack and
ended up
going fo a
30 minute
swim.

The Hobie 16 Open got off to a
great start will plying for poll
position at the starting line.
With Ridgely Balladares & Richly
Magsanay winning the first race of
the day. In the Open PY Davie and
Ann Rennie were way out in front
for the 3rd race until they made a
miscalculated tack and ended up
going for a 30 minute swim.
Despite teething problems with a
newly designed Multi Hull Cherry
Pinpin and new crew member David. overcame the
obstacles of a faulty mast and small rudder to take
out overall honors in the Multi Hull Class.

Cherry and David all
smiles regardless

The racing for the day ended on the beach of Club
Balai Isabel the major sponsor of this event to enjoy a
light luncheon at the resort. After lunch was enjoyed
by all the racing was supposed to begin again but
because of the lateness of the day was postponed till
the next morning.
The evening of the first day was celebrated at the
Talisay Function Centre of the Club Balai Isabel Resort.
A delicious buffet meal was presented to the throng
of enthusiastic competitors and guests, before Peter
Copotosto Presented the traditional Glass Trophies for
the days events.
Taking overall honors in the Open Class was Ridgely
Balladares and Richly Magsanay with last years record
breakers Rex Puentespina and Art Pascua taking
BOATING&
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second place. While Mike Ngu and Rosalindo
Pahayahay took the honors in the Masters. The open
PY was taken out by a very spirited Roy Espirtu. Lito
Yamson took the honors in the topper class, while
Noel Lim showed his prowess in the Bravo. Taking
first place in the Multi Hulls despite the challenges
set them with mast and rudder problems were Cherrie
Pinpin and new crew member David.
The Governor’s Cup was again taken home by the very
happy and enthusiastic team of Rex Puentespina and
Art Pascua. The evening finished on a high note of
enthusiasm of looking towards the final day of racing.
The last Day of Racing was met with as much
excitement as the first day with everyone looking
forward to a friendly day of fierce competition. At
the conclusion of the days racing a delicious BBQ
luncheon was again hosted by Broadwater Marine an
avid supporter of this event. With everyone coming
back for seconds.
As usual this fantastic event finished on a high note
with all looking towards the 2013 Around Taal Lake
Volcano Challenge.
The overall results of each class were:
Hobie 16 - Open
1st
Ridgely Balladares
2nd
Rex Puentespina
3rd
Emerson Villena

Topper
1st
Lito Yamson
2nd
Joiada Pablo
3rd
Roel Batalagan

Hobie 16 - Masters
1st
Mike Ngu
2nd
Monchu Garcia
3rd
Eric Tomacruz

Bravo
1st
Noel Lim
2nd
Martin Marti
3rd
Tommy Lim

Open - PY
1st
Roy Espirtu
2nd
Ricky Domingo
3rd
Lito Yamson

Multihull - PY
1st
Cherrie Pinpin
2nd
Davie Rennie
3rd
Nick deLange

Top: Heading out to
starting line
Middle: Rescue boat
at the ready
Bottom: Preparing for
the day’s events
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omblon Island is a peculiar place - it attracts
men and women who want to build boats.
We featured one before, in the June 2011 edition of
Active Boating & Watersports magazine.

light in its dried state. A question came to him . . .
what if I used coco-lumber instead of fibreglass
matting as the strength component in making
the hull of a boat?

Meet Hank Baas. Born in Perth, Australia, grew up
in Queensland; Hank has been sailing since he was
six years old. Hank knows boats; not all the technical
stuff that you learn in college - his apprenticeship
was sailing, then building and then designing boats
to sail for the joy of sailing. He built his 45-foot
Adams cruising yacht that brought him to Romblon.
But Hank sees the World differently . . .

Coco-lumber is a very soft wood with huge amounts
of air between its fibers once dry. Hank cut some
coco-lumber into strips, with cross-section about
five millimeters by forty millimeters, and laid them
out to air-dry. At the time he judged that the strips
were about as dry as they were going to get (about
six months) he sanded them smooth and proceeded
to form them into the basic shape of a hull, then
applied the resin and hardener mix. What he ended
up with was a material at least as strong as plywood
and lighter.

One day, a couple of years ago, Hank had a need
to prop-open a window in the outhouse at his new
property on the hill, overlooking Romblon harbor.
The nearest thing to hand was a strip of freshly cut
coco-lumber. As the weeks went by he noticed that
the coco-lumber dried out, but more importantly it
did not rot or lose its shape but instead became very

A question
came to him . . .
what if I used
coco-lumber
instead of
fibreglass
matting as
the strength
component
in making
the hull of a
boat?

Trimaran
Cocoloco
Takes To The Water
Resplendent in the gold and green
colors of Australia
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Words by
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Photographs as
credited

A prototype was built that, according to Hank, is
really nothing to look at, but it did prove the theory
of the building process and the durability of the
materials employed.

New fittings (blocks, tracks and cleats etc.) were
shipped in from Australia and Hank set about refining
his design for a light, fast, trailerable, two-person+
trimaran to challenge the best Hobie sailors in
Romblon.
We arrived on the 1st February, the day that his postprototype model was launched in Romblon Bay, next
to the new Romblon Yacht Club.
Resplendent in the gold and green colors of Australia,
Cocoloco was pretty as a picture as she rested on
the marble chip slipway. Hank was proud to show
her off and to explain the elements that made her
potentially faster than the wind.

Cocobolo speeding
off the wake of the
power boat

Girlie Cervantes

Apart from the unique material combination, the basic
construction is similar to any other wooden boat
built with strip planking. As each strip was less than
the length of the overall hull, the strips joined at different
places along the hull to eliminate weak points. Holding
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Clockwise from top
left: Hank’s double
sided tiller solution;
Simple but effective
rudder assembly;
Finished hatch cover
demonstrates the
strength and rigidity
of coco lumber;
Sections of materials
and forms for mast,
boom and hull

a section of a finished hatch cover in hand it was
easy to test its strength and rigidity – I could not
break it nor deform it to any observable degree . . .
and it seemed likely that the paint was the heaviest
part of the structure.
The mast is made from two molded sections
using fibreglass and Kevlar mat layers. It is not cost
effective to purchase mono-directional Kevlar in the
Philippines, which therefore makes the mast a little
heavier than absolutely necessary - because half the
fibers are doing no useful work. The boom is made
by a similar method but using only fibreglass mat . .
. Hank noted that an extra layer may be required for
the boom, due to the closer-to-the-mast sheeting
system he employed in his final design.
The steering system is innovative. Unlike when tacking
(for example) a Hobie, where you have to juggle the
tiller extension around the mainsheet and traveler,
Hank has provided a double sided tiller solution so
you only have to slide across the cockpit and the
other end of the tiller is waiting for you. Going faster?
Slide out onto the trampoline for balance and the
tiller is still within easy reach. The double sided tiller
controls a simple but effective rudder assembly.
Unlike the conventional Hobie ball and socket
attachment at the maststep, Cocoloco has a full ballbearing swivel. Hank believes this will give superior
performance to the airfoil mast.
On the water Cocoloco is fast. The slightest increase
in the breeze and she takes off like a rocket.
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On her second afternoon of sea-trials we availed of
the yacht club commodore’s power boat so that we
could take some action photographs. At one point,
Hank was floundering with no wind, in a hole about
100 meters abeam of us, when a gust came and
Cocoloco immediately leaped into action heading
directly towards us. Hank was concentrating on
Cocoloco’s trim, to give the sails maximum purchase
on the gust, and did not look ahead; our helm could
not see Hank for a blind spot in the cabin wall and
was idling. We with the cameras shouted “move
now!” and our power boat surged forward leaving a
huge wake that Cocoloco plowed through with ease
just meters off our stern but which also left Hank
drenched from head-to-foot.
Eventually both boats headed back to the Romblon
Yacht Club for some well earned, cold beers. The
afternoon was deemed a total success as we had
all witnessed possibly the first ever, purpose-built,
trailerable racing trimaran made predominantly from
coco-lumber.
When you visit Romblon, seek out Hank and ask
to see Cocoloco. If you are fortunate to get to sail
aboard her I know you will be impressed. If you want
to build one yourself then Hank has said he is happy
to let you take molds from Cocoloco and to help you
understand how to prepare the coco-lumber for the
purpose.
You can contact Hank using his email
<sailmaya@yahoo.com>.
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What we
did discover,
throughout
our visit to
Sibuyan Island,
was that the
mayors of each
municipality
are very keen
to help visitors
to explore their
domains, so
that tourism
may thrive
instead of
mining – all
municipalities
are pro-tourism
and anti-mining.

Chris Baker

Nemo diving
around Tablas
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omblon” is a word oft heard but few actually
realize that the province of Romblon
contains 20 islands and islets, two of which are actually
substantially larger in area than Romblon Island itself.

global economy, Romblon’s six colors of fine marble
have been overtaken by China’s claimed sixty
colors that are offered at a lower cost of extraction
and transportation.

The island group has sensibly turned to tourism as the
best alternative income source because they realize
that, although they have significant deposits of nickel,
gold and other minerals beneath the ground, if they
were to sell them now then they would have nothing
left for the future. They have chosen the vastly more
intelligent solution of promoting tourism instead and
leaving the minerals where they lay, until such time as
The three main islands of the group are: Romblon, the rest of the World is denuded and substitutes have
Tablas and Sibuyan. Romblon is the provincial & marble already been found that will remove the need to rape
The province of Romblon lies at the geographic center
of the Philippine archipelago, with Panay to the
South, Mindoro to the West, Marinduque to the North
and Masbate to the East. Significantly, it lies on the
migratory route of many marine species, as they travel
through the San Bernardino Strait from the Pacific
Ocean, to the West Philippine Sea and Indian Ocean.

Governor Firmalo welcomes everyone to Romblon, even jetskis from Boracay

Romblon has long been the senior island, partly
because it has a natural, deep-water harbor that is
typhoon safe and partly because it contains some of
the purest marble found anywhere in the World. In fact,
the Spanish felt that Romblon was so important it was
one of the few coastal towns with two forts to warn and
protect the populace against invaders from the South
and pirates from all around.
For centuries Romblon town has been a trading port of
note because of its strategic location in the heart of the
archipelago and because of its famed marble deposits.
The other islands in the group have, until recently, been
largely overlooked because they offer little refuge for
shipping during rough weather and little produce that
was easily extracted other than fish. But times have
changed.
With air travel came the desire for an airport and
Tablas, with its large expanses of comparatively
flat land, became the preferred location. With the
World’s eyes finally focused on the importance
of protecting of biodiversity, Sibuyan is hailed
as the last untouched wilderness in Asia.
With China opening its doors to the

the mountainsides and poison the rivers, corals and the
people who live here.
The other factor that is going to change the island
group forever is its proximity to the famed Island
of Boracay, which lies just a few miles South of Tablas
and only an hour or two by boat from the three main
islands. On the day we arrived, four jetskis zipped into
Looc Bay (located at the southern part of Tablas) from
the “White Sand Riders” out of Boracay, with five
local entrepreneurs aboard. For them, Tablas offers an
escape from the monotonous beat of tills being filled
with tourist dollars; on Tablas they can relax on almost
empty beaches and enjoy food and beverages at least
half the price.

Romblon Marble
I feel it is worthy of noting that, although Romblon may
have been overtaken as a volume producer of marble
slabs for floors and walls, none can compete with the
exquisite carvings produced on the island. Romblon
marble carvers have been commissioned to produce the
most beautiful works of art in marble that have been
exported to all corners of the planet. If you are looking
for something special to define your condominium,
mansion, hotel or palace then Romblon is the only
place on Earth to come. Perhaps the most surprising
thing is that the carvers here are so experienced in

Girlie Cervantes

capital, Tablas is the food-basket and Sibuyan is packed
full of countless Natural wonders, many still waiting to
be discovered.
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their craft that they need only a
rough sketch of an idea to be able
to visualize an investor’s dream and
turn it into gleaming marble reality.
Marble carver Ernie told us the secret.
We asked him how he accomplished
his masterpieces and he said simply:
I start with a block of marble and
carve away anything that does not
look like the sketch and then I polish
it until it shines like a mirror. He
also mentioned that electricity
has been a boon to speeding up
delivery to customers because the
modern, powered grinders, chisels
and polishers take the tedium out
of many tasks and leave more time
for artistry.

ROMBLON

Carve away anything
that does not look like
the sketch

Truth be told, apart from the
bespoke carving business that will
never die, the Romblon marble
industry (for floor and wall slabs)
has shrunk dramatically from its peak in the 1980s.
There were once 70 operating marble processing plants
and now there are only seven. Romblon Island is now
looking to the full spectrum of water sports and ecotourism to replace the industry that it has lost to cheap
Chinese substitutes.

Scuba Diving Romblon
Romblon Island has only really discovered scuba diving
within this century. There are now three dive shops on
the island, with room for more as knowledge of Romblon’s
opportunities for exploration diving become better

Romblon marble
balustrade being
polished to a mirror
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known. Already, there are more than 40 recognized dive
sites that are easily accessible from Romblon town.
We sat for an hour with the most established dive shop –
Three P (the brothers Peter, Philip and Patrick)
Holiday & Dive Resort - as they explained why most
scuba divers come to Romblon, “they come because
every dive site is very different from the next and
because there is always the real chance of discovering
something completely new” [see also “Romblon Scuba”
this edition].
There is also the chance of discovering something really
valuable. Dennis Shepherd stumbled upon something
potentially valuable right outside his water sports
center near Bonbon Beach.
Just a few score meters off his boat launching area an
anchor was recently discovered, wedged firmly under
the lip of the coral reef. The anchor is large, about three
meters high, and is distinctive insomuch as it has no
chain attached, so it is most likely at least pre-1808
(when the first modern anchor chains were produced,
in England). It had a large round hole near the top that
would probably have held a wooden stock, which has
long since rotted away. Nearby, in a line running towards
the shore from the anchor, was a row of ballast stones,
presumably from the bottom of the hull of a wooden
sailing ship. Pieces of red-brick were found amongst
the ballast stones – red brick was typically used by the
Spanish and Dutch on outbound voyages to supplement
the function of the ballast stones, to be offloaded (to
help build churches and houses) and replaced by more
valuable cargo for the return voyage. Other artifacts
not of monetary value have been recovered such as
a hollow, bronze ring with a handle, probably a depth
sounding device, minus its wax and line. The Philippine
National Archives have yet to determine the nature or
name of the vessel that floundered here but Dennis and
3P Divers hope to find other items that will offer specific
clues as to the ship’s identity and purpose.

Girlie Cervantes

On 24th October, 1944, exactly one month after American,
long range fighter bombers surprised and sunk nine
Japanese naval vessels in Coron Bay (see June 2011
edition Active Boating & Watersports) and just one day
before the Battle of Surigao Strait (see September 2012
edition Active Boating & Watersports), the Sibuyan Sea
was the venue for another major naval battle. In the
Battle of the Sibuyan Sea the Allied forces had more sea
& air-power to unleash on the Japanese battle group
(the “Center Force”, commanded by Vice Admiral Takeo
Kurita), and their victory was more strategically significant
for the Allied forces.
Although the Japanese and Allied battleship (BB
Musashi) and carrier (USS Princeton), sunk in the Battle
of Sibuyan Sea engagement, now lie in depths beyond
recreational scuba divers, some smaller Japanese vessels
are found in less challenging depths. Artifacts recovered
from these vessels can still be found but scuba divers are
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The Romblon blue hole is actually located within a reef
closer to Tablas Island but the nearest professional dive
resorts are currently located on Romblon Island.

The only true Blue
Hole in the Philippines

Peter Eschweiler

ROMBLON

The Romblon blue hole is believed to be the only true
“blue hole” in the Philippines (although there is at least
one new candidate for consideration near Dinagat
Island) but, at more than 30 meters deep, the Romblon
blue hole is certainly the deepest yet discovered. The
visibility is at least 35 meters throughout most of the
year and there is a cave at around 26 meters deep,
where sharks are frequently found resting. White-tip,
black-tip sharks are in the vicinity as are, occasionally,
manta rays, plus a host of other reef fish that offer
sustenance to the higher orders in the food chain.

advised that extreme care must be taken when handling
munitions as many are still “live” and may explode if
mishandled. Regrettably, one of the closest Japanese
wrecks to Romblon town has been mostly scavenged
for the scrap value of the steel and other metals, and a
superb scuba diving attraction is all but lost.
The good thing is that there are still more wrecks and
other attractions to be discovered by adventurous
scuba divers.
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Kayaking Romblon
For kayakers the island of Romblon offers superb
paddling opportunities . . . there is only one current
challenge – the only the place to rent a kayak is from
Anchor Bay Watersports. However, this is not a barrier to a
paddling vacation of exploration because the rental prices
are very reasonable and the owner is very knowledgeable
about the area’s most beautiful destinations.
Less than a mile from Anchor Bay Watersports’ location
is one of the Philippines’ prettiest beaches: Bonbon
Beach. Bonbon Beach is a sweeping curve of soft white
coral sand, backed by lush vegetation. The water here
is crystal clear and warm. Depending on the season,
the sand bar peninsular at the center of the beach
provides flat water on one side or the other. At low tide
you can walk all the way along the partially submerged
sand bar to Bangug Island; at high tide the current is
too strong in the waist deep water so you must paddle
if you want to explore the island.
Bonbon Beach is so pretty (reminiscent of Boracay
Beach in the 1970s, albeit not so long) that it is
surprising that it has not been developed with a resort
or three. In a situation not so dissimilar to that depicted
in “The Descendants” (2011 movie, starting George
Clooney), the collective Title holders of Bonbon Beach
cannot agree on motivations nor price to be paid, so
it remains virtually untouched and accessible to all . . .
long may the disagreements perpetuate.

Girlie Cervantes

Bonbon Beach,
Romblon: one of the
Philippines’ prettiest
beaches

Perhaps the most outstanding scuba diving attraction
accessible from Romblon Island is the famed “Romblon
blue hole”. A blue hole is essentially a vertical cave in
a rock or coral formation, frequently circular in section
and blue because of the depth of the water over the
coral sand that lies at the bottom.

For recreational as well as technical divers, Romblon
offers adventure and exploration opportunities in
waters with excellent visibility throughout the year.
Professional instructors, divemasters and equipment
are on hand at a selection of dive shops, most also
offering sensibly priced accommodation.

The smaller islands and bays near Romblon Bay provide
very good adventures for kayaking and all are within a
few miles of the Anchor Bay Watersports’ location.
For the more adventurous kayakers there are mangrove
areas, where lowland-forest birds and seabirds forage

Girlie Cervantes

and perch. If you are patient, and most paddlers are,
you can occasionally find monitor lizards and other
interesting critters amongst the branches and spreading
roots, stalking their prey or catching some rays. Romblon
does not have many endemic species but it does have
a good selection of rare birds and lizards, and travel
by kayak is one of the best ways to observe them.
Based on our experience here, our advice is to order
a delicious packed lunch sandwich from Anchor Bay
Watersports, place your camera in a dry-bag and get
paddling Romblon style.

Frustrated with the high cost of imported sea kayaks
Dennis set about designing and producing Philippinemade kayaks that do more than just get you around.
Dennis’s surf-kayaks are a cross between a surfboard
and a kayak such that, when the sea conditions are
right, you can alternatively easily kneel or stand to enjoy
the fast-track to the beach. Available for rent or
purchase, in single or double configuration, they
are also ideally suited for a unique Romblon-driftsnorkeling experience.

Girlie Cervantes

In a related article in this edition (see: Trimaran Cocoloco
Takes To The Water) we highlighted the unique passion
that residents here have for innovative boat building.
Dennis Shepherd, owner of Anchor Bay Watersports, is
yet another example.

Top: The boat ramp
beside the new Romblon
Yacht Club

Dennis’s surf-kayaks
are a cross between a
surfboard and a kayak
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Martyn Willes

As we left behind domesticated goats and chickens to
forage at the lower level, the frequency of forest birds
increases, calling to each other to note our approach
and passing. The trail is narrow and slippery in places,
but there are plenty of branches and trunks to assist
the adventurer along the way. No concrete steps have
been placed here and we would hope they never will
be, even if the lack of them will challenge some less
nimble visitors.

ROMBLON

Despite the brilliant sunshine above, the air is cool
and refreshing amongst the rainforest trees and the
tranquility of the place eventually displaced the early,
raucous banter between members of our party.

For all the world it
looked distinctly like
splashes of blood

River Trekking Romblon
With limited time on Romblon Island, and presented
with three watery trekking experiences that eventually
result in waterfalls, we chose the one that was least
known to locals, with the intent to expose a new facet
of the Romblon adventure: Iniquit Falls, about fifteen
minutes drive from Romblon Town.
The name Iniquit (from “ukit”, Filipino word: to carve)
derives from the shape of the five main pools along the
accessible part of the river course, each with their own
waterfalls of varying heights. The pools look as though
they have been deliberately carved from the rock
but, whilst they are indeed carved out, it was Mother
Nature’s fluid power that was the sculptor.

Our guides taking a
dip in the cool water
beneath Iniquit Falls

With the enthusiastic support of Romblon Mayor,
Atty. Gerard Montojo, we were provided a vehicle and
guides; we commenced our ascent of the Iniquit Falls
trail from Barangay Agpanabat.

The largest of the Iniquit Falls pools is deep and, despite
the clear water, the bottom is barely visible even when
a shaft of bright sunlight penetrates the forest canopy.
The pounding waterfall has carved out a pool about
fifteen meters in diameter. There are ledges around the
edge, suitable for diving. One of our guides even
demonstrated his skill at deep-water-soloing - climbing
an overhanging rock-face, bare-handed and then
letting go to plunge into the water beneath.
At the face of the waterfall, and at the pool exit, where
water flowed swiftly, there was an unusual discoloration
of the rock surface. It is probably a form of robust algae
(although it was not noticeably slippery compared to
the adjacent bare rock) but for all the world it looked
distinctly like splashes of blood. The effect was to
suggest that the pool had once been a place or ritual
sacrifice, and that the slaughtered beast’s blood had
bonded with the rock . . . a permanent commemoration,
if you will, never to be washed away. None in our party
had a more scientific explanation.
We reluctantly left the Iniquit Falls and headed back
towards town - we had an appointment for a snorkeling
adventure.
Elsewhere on Romblon Island there are a variety of river
trekking and related watery adventures, such as: the
Quipot River Channel, ideal for swimming, diving and
enjoying a natural jacuzzi; and, the Ginuaan Falls, the
tallest accessible waterfalls on Romblon Island, with an
exciting river trek upon exit.

Girlie Cervantes

Not as long (nor a deep) as the famed St. Paul’s
Underground River in Palawan, Romblon has the
Tinuhog River Channel. This underground river water
course can be walked within a few hours and is a historic
location insomuch as, the Tinuhog River Channel is
where the last Japanese soldiers stationed on Romblon
Island were cornered and captured by advancing American
troops, towards the end of World War II.
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If trekking mountain stream and rivers under a cool
canopy of rainforest is your thing (it is ours) then Romblon
Island offers up a feast that could take at least a week
to consume.

Snorkeling Romblon
Romblon Island is surrounded by coral reefs. Unfortunately,
during the latter half of the last century, a lack of
education and comprehension of cause-and-effect
meant that the reefs were slowly eroded by dynamite,
fishing nets and trailing boat anchors.
In the current decade a new philosophy has been introduced
called ‘sustainable fishing’, with fishing exclusion zones
within specific marine protected areas. The results have
been very positive and the fishing communities, who
were initially reluctant participants in the projects,
are now enthusiastic supporters and enforcers of the
protected areas. The main reasons for their enthusiastic
support are that: (a) they can see overall fish catches
increasing from areas adjacent to the marine protected
areas - from little more than 1kg per person per day
to close to 5kg; and, (b) they have the power to
apprehend rivals from distant localities, who enter local
(to Romblon) waters, and frequently continue to use
unsustainable fishing practices.

Anchor Bay Watersports provided us a power boat and
snorkeling equipment with which to access some of
the nearby reefs. Although we could not get to what
is currently claimed to be the best reef for snorkeling because the sea was too rough to allow us to complete
our packed itinerary - we did find a host of vibrant corals
and marine life around the bays and islets along the
northwest coast of Romblon Island. For example, just
off Alad Island there were a wide selection of soft and
hard coral species, including many of my favorite corals
– the fragile, table top coral – even within a few score
meters of a bustling fishing community; large clams
and spectacularly colored, small and medium size reef
fish were also in abundance. Puerto Galera’s Coral
Garden is still my favorite snorkeling site but I sense
that Romblon Island will surpass it within a year or two,
if the management of Romblon’s marine protected
areas continues in its current direction.

The fort’s cement
between the coral
stones has weakened
to the point of near
collapse

Girlie Cervantes

The net result is that the reefs around Romblon Island
are rapidly becoming a standalone water sports attraction
for snorkeling (and scuba diving) enthusiasts.

Around Romblon Island there are many swift tidal flows
and some of them are ideal for drift-snorkeling.
Drift-snorkeling is a bit like watching a Jacques
Cousteau documentary in an IMAX movie theater – it
requires no effort and it fills your field of vision with
3D action and color. Drift-snorkeling around Romblon
Island you just hold onto a surf-kayak, put your face in
the water and watch as billions of coral polyps and reef
fish entertain you.
It is claimed that the best snorkeling around Romblon
Island is over the reefs off Cobrador Island, about five
nautical miles North of Romblon town. Cobrador Island
is a widely acclaimed scuba diving destination too. We
have promised that we shall return in the near future to
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Sailing? Take pot-luck
in each fishing community where you land

snorkel the Cobrador Island reefs and other destinations
within the islands of Romblon.

Sailing Romblon

ROMBLON

Ironically perhaps, considering Romblon’s colorful
nautical history, the sport of sailing has only just been
launched in Romblon Island. For sure, over the years
Romblon harbor has offered anchorage and shelter
to numerous cruising yachts traveling through the
Philippines, but there were no facilities designed
specifically for them nor any opportunity for people
interested to learn to sail.
We were fortunate to be invited to the second weekly
gathering of members of the new Romblon Yacht Club,
at their new facility that is tucked in the northeast corner
of the harbor. The facility is not yet complete although
the clubhouse structure does now sport a roof, and
there is a washroom. Beverages (a.k.a. beer) were
delivered on the back of a pick-up truck while twenty
or so members and guests enjoyed the interesting
sunset while sharing their sailing experiences.
If you do arrive on a cruising yacht, you may be fortunate
and be able to hook up to one of three yacht club
moorings near the town. These moorings are interestingly
made from Romblon marble - it is cheaper than concrete
if you buy it by the block, unsculpted. If you are not
lucky to find a vacant mooring then you currently still
have to anchor in quite deep water (around 30 meters).
The yacht club has plans to provide a bunch of
additional moorings within this year.
The good news is that once ashore there are some
quaint and friendly restaurants, and even some imported
deli products to replenish your ship’s stores. Of note
are two restaurants, coincidentally both operated by
Englishmen, where you can enjoy the staples, of pizzas,
pastas and pies, and even an excellent fillet steak. Both
restaurants are regular meeting places for expatriates
and local business people so, if you want a quick plug-in to
current events and issues in Romblon town, sit down,
have a beer and open your ears. Here also are the first
of only a few places where you can find free Wifi Internet
in Romblon town that actually works.
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The Romblon Deli & Coffee Shop has few tables (most
of them on the sidewalk) but serves excellent dishes
(they know how to cook a steak but be cautious with
the “experimental” dishes), the beer is always cold and
the owner is at least as accommodating as Basil Fawlty.
Be warned that the washroom, being beside the kitchen,
can get rather warm inside and the red painted walls
do nothing to alleviate the feeling that you may have
already been judged and found wanting.
Around the corner, the Republika Bar & Restaurant is
quieter (it has fewer vehicles passing), with more tables,
great pizzas (amongst others), cold beer and offers a
range of imported canned goods and preserves from
Europe.
Away from the yacht club and the restaurants, Anchor
Bay Watersports offers a Hobie Getaway (good for up
to six people) and three windsurfers for rent; they have
also just opened a beachfront bar and restaurant. Island
hopping around Romblon Island on catamarans and
windsurfers can be a one-day affair or a week long
expedition, depending on your available time and
whether you want to take pot-luck in each fishing
community where you land or, want to camp and forage.
There is wind enough throughout most of the year for
exhilarating sailing, and scores of sandy beaches where
to land a catamaran and meet the friendly locals.

Other Romblon Distractions
Romblon Island is mostly still forested – the island’s
topography has prevented rampant land conversion to
plantation. As a result there are a wide variety of rainforest and lowland forest flora and fauna to enjoy.
Man-made curiosities are found in the form of the old
Spanish Church and the one remaining Spanish-era fort.
The church has recently had a face-lift and many are
not pleased with the result. The exterior was originally
buttressed to shore-up its slowly decaying coral and
brick walls; the new support columns and ceiling do
not quite hold true to the original design and in the
case of the new ceiling, it actually obscures one of the
more notable stained glass windows. We spoke with the
surprised Parish Secretary, with the intent to obtain a
potted history of the church, but alas she was not quite
up to speed on such matters.
The old Spanish fort, one of two that originally stood
guard over the harbor and town, is undergoing a slow
process of restoration. Bizarrely, until very recently,
the fort was completely ignored as a tourist attraction
and was much abused by the installation of a PAGASA
weather station within its grounds. Fortunately, the
weather station function has been moved to a much
more suitable location, high on a hill to the South of
the town.
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The fort was built of coral stone and the cement
between the stones has weakened to the point of near
collapse. From the high vantage point of the fort you
can obtain a panoramic view of Romblon Harbor and
the town.

ROMBLON

The second fort has hardly survived the ravages of
weather and time, and only a few tumbled coral stones
can be found at the site.

Jo Gelato Italiano, TABLAS ISLAND-THE FUN FOOD-BASKET
authentic Italian ice
cream find on Tablas
The island of Tablas has changed its public face and
Island

is now ready to confound the World with its enviable
array of multiple colored beaches, forested hillsides,
infrastructure and sumptuous agricultural products.
Tablas Island is a multifaceted jewel that contains brilliant
surprises in almost every direction you travel. And travel
is easy around Tablas Island because Governor Eduardo
Firmalo has been determined to provide the much
needed, circumferential and farm-to-market roads that
also connect seaports and airport – there are now more
than 100km of quality, concrete roads for use by the
island’s (approximately) 200 registered, four-wheeled
vehicles!
As the largest island in the Romblon group, Tablas
Island is also the flattest. Its “flatness” is significant
because it has allowed many parts of the island to
be cultivated, offering alternative livelihood to its
residents, to replace dwindling fish stocks. The rise in
prominence of Boracay Island, as a global Mecca for
beach-loving tourists, has created a need for fresh farm
produce. Tablas Island, being one of Boracay’s closest
neighbors, is meeting the challenge.
On Tablas Island, numerous foreign visionaries are
helping local farmers to switch to growing organic
Girlie Cervantes

Tourists from Sweden
and Iceland have
already discovered
Looc Bay, Tablas

vegetables, to supply the needy Boracay resorts and
restaurants, and thus obtain a greater financial return
per hectare. Recently also, a ten million pesos investment
in a new abattoir in the port town of Odiongan will
confirm the consistent quality of meat produced available
on, and exported from, the island. All this investment
in knowledge and facilities means that dining-out in
Tablas’s resorts and restaurants can frequently be a
more delicious experience than in 5-star hotels in
Makati. It can also be a surprising experience . . .
Almost in the middle of nowhere, along the road near
Looc town, we stumbled upon a Italian ice-cream parlor:
Jo Gelato Italiano. This ice cream parlor is run by an
Italian retiree and the ice-cream is truly Italian gelato,
stuffed full of fresh local fruits and other natural flavors
such as cocoa and coffee. You can eat your mango,
chocolate, papaya, coconut and coffee gelatos in
the store’s restaurant or, beside the swimming pool at
the rear of the property. I was thinking that Jo Gelato
Italiano must be the most unusually Italian tasting spot
on the planet outside of Italy, but then we took a boat
ride . . .
We had cruised to the southern tip of Tablas Island to
view a new water sports attraction and on the return to
Looc Bay we stopped at the By The Sea Resort, Santa Fe.
Hosts Chiara and Flavio provided a truly gastronomic,
six-course Italian luncheon that we should have taken
all afternoon to enjoy. Just one of the highlights was
the home-made gelato. Mamma mia! Amongst the
half-a-dozen natural flavors offered, the kalamansi
gelato simply left me wanting more and more and . . .
they had to drag me away from the By The Sea Resort
onto our waiting boat.
Another surprise culinary find was in Odiongan town,
where Engelbert - an Austrian restauranteur - has set
up what can only be described as the best fast-food
restaurant in Romblon. Squeaky clean to European
standards, the Star Palace Restaurant delivers a selection
of local and European dishes plus shakes, milk tea and
many other beverages.
Staying on Romblon Island we had the distinct pleasure
of enjoying the serene tranquility of Villa M - a secluded
and intimate resort just North of Looc Bay, about 20
minutes from the airport. Villa M is not on any bookings
website because they prefer to keep their clientele
somewhat exclusive . . . but we are assured that if you
say you discovered them through Active Boating &
Watersports magazine then you will be able to make
a reservation. The rooms, the food and the grounds,
dipping in the infinity pool and relaxing in “the chapel”
at sunset, are in some ways close to staying at the
Shangri-La’s Boracay Resort & Spa, without the need
to mortgage the farm.
In fact, as we traveled around Tablas Island, we discovered
that in almost every corner there are surprising accommodations and restaurants that cater to every budget,
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with value way above the price on the final bill. It is
almost as if Makati City’s Greenbelt 3 had been chopped
up and the pieces scattered across Tablas Island, with
prices halved. That is not to say that all was perfect,
but when it was good it was so very good. If you take
the trouble to ask around, Tablas Island offers a food
basket that is bursting with goodness and with places
to exquisitely massage the senses.
In summary, to me, Tablas Island has the feel of a candy
store that has just opened for business but where all
the of shelves are not yet filled. Both proprietor and
customers are excited at the opportunity and everyone
wants it to be a success. It will be . . . especially because
so many need to escape from the excesses of Boracay
for a while. A smarter person than I might say that now
is the right time to invest.

Muelle Pier, Puerto Galera, Oriental Mindoro
Cellphone: 0906 2810 041,
Email: sos4uall@aol.com

Scuba Diving Tablas
There is currently only one dive shop on Tablas Island.
It is located at the Tablas Fun Resort on the northern
shores of Looc Bay, at the southern end of the Tablas
Island, about an hour by jetski from Boracay Island.
The Tablas Fun Resort is a fully certified PADI dive
training center, with full time instructors and certified
dive masters.
Within Looc Bay there is virtually nothing worth diving
on, simply because there are too many muddy rivers
entering the Bay from the gently sloping hillsides that
surround it. But, take a short boat ride outside Looc
Bay and you will find reef systems that are benefiting
from their status as marine protected areas, and also
benefiting from the deep water channels that separate
Tablas Island from Boracay Island.
The Tablas Fun Resort dive shop is new; the dive
equipment is new. The diving staff are from South
Africa and are bursting with enthusiasm for the
variety of marine life they have already discovered in
the nearby waters. They are still finding new dive sites
to take visitors to, but already they have pegged the
area as at least two stars above Boracay and they
expect some dive sites to be rated 5-star . . . they just
need time to catalog the species and explore the reefs
for wrecks and other attractions.
There is a high expectation of historic wrecks being
found here. Looc Bay is listed on navigational charts
and in Pilots as a typhoon anchorage, and the reef at
the entrance to the Bay, that provides much of the
shelter to the anchorage, must be navigated with caution.
Experienced sailors know that navigating with caution
in the teeth of a storm is monstrous challenge - as the
MV Super Shuttle RORO 1 found out to its cost on 29th
July, 2012. The MV Super Shuttle RORO 1 ferry was
trying to reach the shelter of the anchorage to avoid
fierce winds and mountainous seas during the passage
of a tropical storm; the ferry ran aground just meters
off the safe passage through the reefs. With such a
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Above Right: Looc
Bay is just 15 minutes from Boracay
on a 260hp Jetski

Below:Just one of
Tablas’s Moray Eels
that are keeping a
lookout for food

Tablas Fun Resort

Bottom: Sea turtles
are frequent visitors
to all the beaches
around Tablas
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vessel with modern navigational aides coming to grief
on these reefs, there must have been many more less
well equipped that, over the centuries, have suffered a
similar fate so close to finding refuge, and their remains
will likely still be laying in the fathoms to the West.
Special scuba diving attractions near the mouth of Looc
Bay are Nautilus shells. These remarkable pelagic
marine mollusks are specialized travelers of deep walls
off coral reefs. The West coast of Tablas Island offers
them excellent territory, as the reef walls off Tablas
Island just keep going down, and down.
Easily accessible from Tablas Fun Resort are dive sites
in the adjacent municipality of Ferrol. Here there is a
Japanese gunboat wreck at advanced recreational
depths as well as caves that can only be accessed by
entering from the sea. According to the divemaster at
Tablas Fun Resort, the reef walls off Ferrol are some of
the best he has ever seen for variety and marine biodiversity. Large lapu-lapu (Groper) up to 50kg are
regularly seen in the vicinity of the caves. There
are dugong here also, throughout most of the year.

Girlie Cervantes

Girlie Cervantes

ROMBLON
Above: The Tablas
Fun Resort dive
shop is new, the
dive equipment
is new

One very interesting find along the beaches of Looc
Bay and in the near vicinity are “pansy shells” (or “sand
dollars” or “sea biscuits”). The shells, from a species of
burrowing sea urchin, may occasionally be found along
the beaches or in the shallows. Similar, but flatter, pansy
shells are well known to the staff at Tablas Fun Resort
dive shop, who said they are most common in their
home diving areas around South Africa and Mozambique.
Because these particular sea urchins generally burrow
in soft mud and sand, they are rarely seen alive but,
when they die, their empty shells are uncovered and
wave action may tumble them onto the beach. What
makes them uniquely interesting is the five-petal flower
emblem that is emblazoned in their shells – hence
“pansy shells”. The pansy shells found around Looc
Bay are less like the common flat dollar variety and are
more like a sun-bleached, miniature, stubby chorizo.
Trawling the Internet I could not find a similar example
in any photograph, so the Tablas pansy shell may be
from an endemic species of sea urchin but nobody we
spoke to on Tablas could be sure.

Snorkeling Tablas

Diving around Tablas Island is best during the Philippine
summer months of March through May simply because
this is when the sea is most calm. But, if you don’t mind
a lumpy boat ride getting to your favorite dive site then
the diving is good year-round, because the water clarity
is so good almost everywhere along the coast.

At the present time, the only organized snorkeling area
is in Looc Bay. Here the municipality have organized
People’s Organization (“PO”) to provide facilities,
within a marine protected area, within Looc Bay itself.
Bring your own snorkeling equipment or you can rent
it from the Tablas Fun Resort.

As more dive shops open for business on Tablas Island,
more dive sites will become accessible throughout the
year, which is good news for newly qualified scuba
divers in Boracay. It takes less than two hours to reach
Looc Bay using the daily ferry from Caticlan and, once
you arrive, road access to the entirety of Tablas Island
is excellent.

For a small fee per snorkeling mask, presented at the
Tourist Information Office on the public pier, you will
be taken by banka boat out to a floating platform,
moored in the center of the marine protected area. The
floating platform is pleasant insomuch as it has a roof,
for shade, and tables, where to lay out your food and
drink while members of your party snorkel or simply

THE
EDUCATED

CHOICE

BUILT FOR THE UNCOMPROMISING MARINER

With boats 16feet to 33feet you have options ranging from inshore utility craft all the way to
Blue water Deep-V power boats that can take you to any of our far flung Philippine Islands.

CONTACT US AT:
INFO@TREVALLYBOATS.COM
+639175255002

www.trevallyboats.com
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ROMBLON
Bottom: Preparing
for kiteboarding on
Aglicay Beach

Girlie Cervantes

Below: Aglicay Beach
where the carabao is
so tame and so used
to fame

watch for fish in the large viewing hole in the center of the coral and marine life has not recovered as fast as
in other areas (e.g. Romblon Island) where silt and
the platform.
nutrients are not so abundant.
Sadly, the volume and variety of fish and other marine
organisms near the platform are few, and the water There are numerous fish sanctuaries around the coast
clarity is usually poor. I snorkeled from the platform for of Tablas where snorkeling is reportedly very good,
about twenty minutes - to the lighthouse and back - especially in Buanavista, Binocut Beach and in San
and saw about as much coral and marine life in that Andres, but you have to bring your own equipment
time as I would have seen in twenty seconds in an at the moment. We shall return to Tablas Island in due
course, after the staff of Tablas Fun Resort have had
Anilao or Busuanga Island marine protected area.
the opportunity to document more of the vibrant coral
Areas with somewhat more variety & volume of marine areas over which to snorkel.
life can be found by swimming 100 meters or so along
a course perpendicular to the track to the lighthouse - Kiteboarding Tablas
towards the mouth of Looc Bay. A swim of 200 meters
is even more rewarding, but only when the water clarity On the East coast of Tablas Island, near the southern
is improved during the dry season.
tip, is Aglicay Beach, home to the Aglicay Beach Resort.
Here, during the northeast monsoon (Amihan season:
The main reason for the lack of species and the poor water November to May) the breeze steadily blows ashore at
clarity is that Looc Bay has many rivers and streams between ten and twenty-five knots.
flowing into it; rivers that meander through farmland
and irrigate fishponds along the way. The silt and The Aglicay Beach is similar in form to the famous Bulabog
nutrients that are introduced to the water before it Beach on nearby Boracay Island, with: a barrier reef,
arrives in Looc Bay are not conducive to rapid coral relatively shallow water and free from underwater
growth nor bountiful fish reproduction. So, even though obstructions except at the extreme ends of the beach.
the Looc Bay marine protected area was established a The beach comprises cool, white coral sand and the
decade ago (to curtail unsustainable fishing methods), water close to shore is sometimes thick with seagrass.
A resident attraction at Aglicay Beach is the beach
cleanup crew, comprising: a carabao and cart, with
owner. Every day they slowly walk the beach, racking
up the dead seagrass and carting it off for processing to
compost. The carabao is so tame and so used to fame
that you can have your picture taken with it, hug it and
even kiss it (if that is what turns you on).
On the day we visited Aglicay Beach Resort the breeze
was blowing upwards of 25 knots and our kiteboarding
companion admitted that, with his one-monthonly experience, it was a little too strong for him. He
entertained us with some body-dragging but as soon
as he tried to mount his board, the kite was overpowering him and he chose safety first, so we packed
our things and headed out to find alternative water
sports to pixelate.

Girlie Cervantes

If you are an intermediate or experienced kiteboarding
enthusiast then Aglicay Beach is a great place to
spend a week. The beach resort accommodations are
inexpensive (and good value for money) and there is
almost no chance of the skies becoming overcrowded,
at least not within the immediate future.

Water Toys Tablas
If the Philippines still used the slogan “WOW Philippines!”
then it could easily apply to the water toys available at
Tablas Fun Resort.
Located on the northern shore of Looc Bay, Tablas Fun
Resort has gone overboard to offer almost every water
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STEVENDEANS MARINE SERVICES
San Antonio, Jubay, Lilo-an, Cebu City, Philippines
For more information, contact: Raffy Tambalo
Tel. Nos. (032) 424 3029 / (032) 406 1399
Mobile: 0919 669 8874 / 0922 870 3290
Email: STEVENDEANS@ROCKETMAIL.COM

ELIZABETH’S HIDEAWAY

Sandbar Beach Resort
Boquete Island, Sto. Niño, Puerto Galera
Phones: (043) 706 3998, 0909 337 1753,
0932 440 9511 Email: elizabethideaway@ymail.com
YOUR HOSTS: Mrs. ELVIE GARCIA & Mr. CARLOS GARCIA

Where clear water kiss powdery-white sand beach and corals are dazzled by the colors of tropical fish,
Where the hills are alive with the sound of birds and the views so spectacular, its breathtaking!
Modern amenities for rooms, bar, restaurant, conferences, beach and water sports:
Fantastic kiteboarding during Amihan weather. People friendly.
Lushly romantic, away from the madding crowd.
And only minutes from Tablas airport.

Barangay Comod-om,
Alcantara (Tablas Island),
Romblon, Philippines
Metro Manila Office:
23 D. Munoz,
Carmel V Subdivision,
Tandang Sora, Quezon City

Telephone Nos.:
+632-9668789 (Landline)
+63917-5314067 (Globe)
+63906-4813470 (Globe)
+639 28-8393185 (Smart)
Website:
www.aglicaybeachresort.com
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Tablas Fun Resort

ROMBLON
The Flyboard now
operational at Tablas
Fun Resort

toy you can think of, especially those for the adrenalin Flyboard Over Tablas
junkies with power in their minds. And the waters of
Looc Bay are sheltered enough so that you can use The latest high-powered water toy that will be on
everyone’s bucket-list in 2013 is the Flyboard. If you
almost all of them at any time of year.
have ever wished to emulate Superman/Wonderwoman
Tablas Fun Resort have jetskis for rent, in a range of then the Flyboard is for you.
power outputs to satisfy all tastes and levels of experience.
You can have fun jetski-cruising around Looc Bay or, if Developed in France, in 2011, the Flyboard is essentially
you are a little adventurous, you can go bay-hopping a powered wakeboard attached to the jet nozzle of a
along the coast. With special permission (and plenty of high powered jetski and then attached to your feet. You
gasoline) you can even hop over to Boracay for lunch. control your “flight” using hand-held jet nozzles that
The Jetskis range from: 110hp, capable of zipping along allow you to twist, turn and flip to monstrous applause.
at 55 miles per hour; to a 260hp monster, capable of 75
miles per hour, that can deliver you to Boracay Beach in While visiting Tablas Fun Resort in January we were very
disappointed not to be able to experience this awesome
just 15 minutes in calm weather.
gadget ourselves - they had only just received their
Powered boats for competitive racing are also on offer Flyboard and a couple of necessary screws were missing.
and hours of fun can be had creaming up the surface Since our departure from Tablas we have been told
of the bay at high speed. South African made Thunder the Flyboard is now fully operational and ready for all
Cats as well as a 600hp Cigarette Speed boat are also would-be Supermen and Wonderwomen to experience.
on the menu at the Tablas Fun Resort.
A bit like bungee jumping, I think the Flyboard is one
Slowing things down a bit: a beach catamaran is available of those things that you just have go and do in order to
to take you on a voyage of tranquil relaxation. Good for say you have done it. Also like bungee jumping, I can
two or three people, the Sea Eagle beach catamaran imagine some people will get hooked on the rush and
will take you where you want to go and you can beach never want to come down. Remember to have a friend
or two around, to take the pictures of your flight, otherit and go ashore anywhere around the bay.
wise nobody will ever believe you actually did it.

BEAUTIFUL TABLAS
OCEAN FRONT
BUILDING LOTS
FROM pp 1,400,000

Wakeboarding Tablas
Wakeboarding in cable parks is rapidly becoming the
water sport of choice for young athletes and water
sports enthusiasts around the Philippines. Combining
the skills, language and culture of water skiing, snowboarding and skateboarding, wakeboarding in a cable
park provides the adrenalin rush and camaraderie at a
low cost that young people crave and can afford.
Despite the fact that thousands of young people go to
Boracay Island every week to frolic in the water, there is
nothing like a wakeboard park on Boracay Island - there
is no space left to build one. Tablas has come up with
the perfect solution that should provide Boracay beachgoers with more reasons to extend their vacations . . . and to
work off some of the calories acquired while imbibing
Boracay’s excesses.
In the municipality of Sante Fe, on the southern tip
of Tablas Island, is a mangrove area that contains an
inland, salt-water lake, only a couple of meters deep.
By relocating a number of the mangrove trees, a fivetower cable wakeboard park will be created that will be
just a 30-minute boat ride from Boracay Island.

call +63 918 962 4193
or 0919 418 9679
red31966@yahoo.com
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The water of the lake is cycled every day by the highest
tides and from freshwater streams that discharge into
it. Located amongst the mangroves it will be one of the
most uniquely, eco-looking tourist destinations in Asia.
Watch out for more news on this interesting project as
it develops towards the target opening date of Summer
2014.

Tablas Fun Resort

Tablas Fun Divers

MOST

FUN AT
TABLAS

Tablas Extreme Fun
Would You Like to Wake Up to a View Like This?
We offer amazing and excellent beach front land for residential use and for resort developments.
From only PhP 900.00/sq.m. and beautiful ocean-overlooking hills from only PhP 90.00/sq.m.
Only 1% of the price people have paid at nearby Boracay - just 45 minutes away.

Beachland Estates, Inc.

Please visit www.romblonislands.com Contact us via chris@tablasparadise.com

Tablas Fun Resort

Camandag, Looc, Tablas, Romblon, Philippines
Kate Horne I General Manager I Tablas Fun Divers I +639399244403 I Info@tablasfundivers.com I www.tablasfundivers.com
Arriane I Marketing Manager I Boracay Tourist Office I +639294410431 I info@tablasextremefun.com I www.tablasextremefun.com
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Mayor Bong Fabella

Within the boundaries of Calatrava are some of the
last untouched rainforest areas on Tablas Island. Mayor
Bong has plans to develop trekking paths within the
forest and to catalog the unique flora and fauna that
reside here. Today, the nearest you can get to a river
trek is to visit the pretty Cawa-cawa Falls.
Throughout our journey around Tablas Island we
observed many pocket beaches that were visually very
special. Almost all hosted small fishing communities
and tourists were a rarity. This is bound to change now
that the circumferential road is almost complete.
To give you an idea of where Governor Firmalo’s vision
is taking Tablas Island, you only have to visit the almost
complete conference center, high on the hill above
Odiongan town – the facility can cater for conferences
of up to 1000 delegates!

Other Distractions In Tablas
As you travel North along the West coast of Tablas Island
the scenery to your right becomes dramatically
mountainous. Here there are water falls and rivers to
trek and only time prevented us from exploring these
in detail. You really need ten days or more to explore
everything that Tablas Island has to offer, in terms of
adventurous experiences.

ROMBLON

Tinagong Dagat:
the lake that bucks
the tides

In the far North of Tablas Island is the municipality of
Calatrava. Almost unique in the Philippines, the entire
municipality of Calatrava is a no-smoking-in-public
zone, of which Mayor Bong Flabella is very proud.
Within the municipality is a rather unusual lake:
Tinagong Dagat. What makes Tanagong Dagat unique
is that it is an inland lake that is tidal, but tidal in a
bizarre way.
When the tide is high at sea, the water level of
Tinagong Dagat is below the prevailing sea level; when
the tide is low at sea the level of the lake is high above
the prevailing sea level. The most logical explanation
for this is that the lake is connected to the sea through
a relatively narrow passage and the change in water
level inside lags behind the change in water level of
the sea because it is physically impossible for enough
water to pass through the passage at each change to
keep both levels equal. According to Mayor Bong, to
his knowledge, nobody has actually been scuba diving
in Tinagong Dagat to locate the passage that connects
lake to sea.
However, the novelty of, plus the lake’s tranquil beauty,
make it a perfect location for a tourist-oriented People’s
Organization that offers floating restaurants and rafts,
where visitors can enjoy swimming, fishing and can
sample local culinary delicacies (including the cooking
of any fish you catch).
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On an island with only three flights a week from anywhere (total capacity 180 passengers, a week) filling
the conference center seems like an impossible challenge.
During our interview with the Governor he confirmed
that plans are in place to upgrade the navigation and
landing equipment at the current Tugdan Airport, to
receive more evening flights out of Manila and more
anytime flights from Clark, Cebu and Davao.
Governor Firmalo also confirmed that he is awaiting
final approvals from MARINA (the Philippine maritime
regulatory authority) to allow more frequent ferry services
to Odiongan (and Romblon town) from the country’s
largest passenger ferry company – 2Go.
With conservation in mind, and with the knowledge
that four of the five turtle species found in the Philippines
regularly nest around the island’s beaches, a turtle
sanctuary has been created on Binocut Beach, Bunsoran,
in the municipality of Ferrol. Through the help of volunteers
who guard the turtle sanctuary, the survival rate of each
clutch of turtle eggs, between laying and hatching, has
increase by a factor of twenty.
Our best advice is to visit Tablas Island (and the rest of
Romblon) in 2013, before the escapees from Boracay Island
discover it and before this edition of Active Boating &
Watersports magazine goes viral on the Internet.

SIBUYAN – THE BIODIVERSITY
HERITAGE ISLAND
It is hard to adequately describe the essence of Sibuyan
Island. Visually dominated from all perspectives by
Mount Guiting-guiting at its heart, Sibuyan Island has
lain virtually untouched by development since the
beginning of time itself – only Mother Nature, with
her relentless pursuit of perfection through trial and
error, has touched the hinterland of Sibuyan Island.
Sibuyan Island is the emerald jewel in the Romblon
trident crown.
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Mount Guiting-guiting stands in the center of the
Protected Area known as the “Mt. Guiting-guiting
Natural Park”. Covering an area of some 15,260 hectares,
the Natural Park is in theory protected from future
development under Philippine law - by virtue of
Presidential Proclamation 746 (February 20, 1996),
such that the Park shall be “protected and conserved in
a sustainable basis”. I mention this only because, upon
our arrival, in the port town of Magdiwang, I was
surprised to see a banner, which stated that the
municipal leaders of Sibuyan were 100% against mining
[translated: “Sibyuan is for our children and our children’s
children and not for mining”] – it seemed unnecessary.
However, further discussions exposed that in fact the
banner was absolutely necessary, because Mt. Guiting-

Martyn Willes

Martyn Willes

ROMBLON
Mangrove planting
near Lambingan Fall
to protect the coastline from typhoons

Sibuyan has been described as the “Galapagos of Asia”.
Whilst it is home to more endemic species than the
whole of Europe, there are no giant tortoises here and
to find a truly unique creature may take you a day of
trekking through the dense rainforest. And, because it
is not a World Heritage Site, development, to satisfy
the burgeoning population, has meant that the flattest
areas have been mostly cultivated and converted to
profitable agriculture as supplement to production from
the nearby fisheries.

guiting Natural Park is under threat of rape from
foreign nickel and gold mining interests - definitely not
sustainable development.
Why should Sibuyan Island be protected anyway?
According to research validated by acclaimed biologist,
Dr. Nina Engle (in what was by no means a definitive
research project) within the Mt. Guiting-guiting Natural
Park: there are up to 1551 trees per hectare in the
rainforest, some of them are so large around that four
people joining hands cannot embrace them; there are
at least ten fruit bat species, one of which is endemic –
found nowhere else on the planet; four rodent species
unique to the Philippines live here (three are endemic
to the island); and, there are at least 131 species of
birds observed here, many endemic to the Philippines only 20 are judged migratory. There is a Sibuyan book
of birds, maintained at the lodge at the Park entrance,
that contains photographs of all the birds found here,
but two people we met said they had observed birds
that were not yet in the book!
If you care about biodiversity, and how it will benefit
future Man, then Sibuyan Island must be protected
from the miners, for all of our children and all our
children’s children.
The best way to protect Sibuyan Island is to come and
visit, to help the local people improve their livelihood
through tourism projects so that they never feel the
need to harken to the Sirens of the mining industry.
When you do choose Sibuyan then plan to stay a week
(more if you plan to climb Mt. Guiting-guiting) to fully
appreciate all of the fascinating natural attractions of
the island.
During our visit to Sibuyan Island we had the chance
to joined up with members of ABS-CBN Foundation –
they were in the review stage of a number of People’s
Organization, livelihood projects that had been
commenced over the past year. Seed money for the
livelihood projects was provided by ABS-CBN Foundation
and this team was here to evaluate the progress,
maintenance and income generation of each project on
the island.
Personally, I have never been fond of ABS-CBN (for
those without a television, ABS-CBN it is one of the
leading television networks in the Philippines) but
when I met this team of dedicated professionals from
ABS-CBN Foundation, who were as determined as I to
develop sustainable livelihoods for those who live with
little, I have to say I was impressed.

Mt. Guiting-guiting
the saw blade clearly
visible below the
summit

Pools along the
Lambingan Falls trail
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River Trekking Sibuyan Island
After negotiating a few kilometers of unpaved roads
from Magdiwang town, we alighted from our vehicle at
the entrance to the Lambingan Falls trail – one of the
ABS-CBN Foundation’s projects for livelihood-fromtourism. The trail winds through the lowland forest,

First...
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INVEST IN ROMBLON, THE EMERGING PROVINCE!!!

- Open shipping routes
- Tap the vast tourism potential
- Friendly, qualified workforce
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- Level playing field
ROBERTO R. MADERA
Provincial Economic Investment
Promotion Officer
Ph: 09178281411 or 09476986195
Email: obetmadera@gmail.com
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There are other river trekking opportunities around
Sibuyan Island that we had insufficient time to
undertake. Most notably, to the Dagubdob Falls
on the other side of the island, in the municipality
of San Fernando – photographs of the multilevel
falls are most impressive.
There are also the Cataja Falls, in Magdiwang. The
popular route to the falls is not so impressive, we were
told, and more a interesting, alternative route is offered
if you drop by the Sanctuary Garden Resort and ask
then kindly for a map.

ROMBLON
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Girlie Cervantes

For the truly adventurous, you can trek rivers within the
Natural Park and view waterfalls that cascade hundreds
of feet . . . but these are mostly for hardened explorer
trekkers and local guides may not be readily available.

Mayor Dindo Rios
very happy to
introduce any visitor
to a night of spear
fishing

across the crystal clear river and, apart from the fact
that (otherwise muddy) parts are “paved” with pebbles
and stones, the trail is almost completely natural. Along
the way we observed (and avoided treading on), brilliant
red shield bugs, and moths mating in a manner most
moth-like in the leaf litter.
Eventually we came upon a large pool below a small
set of falls – not dramatic Niagara by any means but
the deep, crystal clear water was so inviting. A rope is
hung high above the pool and daredevil children leapt
from the rock face to catch it and to entertain us with
impromptu acrobatics and dives.

What we did discover, throughout our visit to Sibuyan
Island, was that the mayors of each municipality
are very keen to help visitors to explore their domains,
so that tourism may thrive instead of mining – all
municipalities are pro-tourism and anti-mining. If you
want to know the latest discoveries, it is well worth
taking the time to seek the mayors out and to ask for
advice and assistance.

Spear Fishing Sibuyan
Meet Mayor Dindo Rios: mayor of San Fernando,
Sibuyan. Jolly, enthusiastic (about tourism) and a keen
spear fisherman, especially at night. Mayor Rios is very
happy to introduce any visitor to a night of spear fishing, and to enjoy his “Fisherman’s Soup” for breakfast
– made from anything caught during the night (fish,
squid, molluscs).
Mayor Rios stresses that his method of fishing is
sustainable insomuch as the fish caught are for the
Children leapt from the rock face to catch the rope and to entertain us

We continued up beyond this pool without our guides,
along the rocky river passage to a second large poll
below a more interesting waterfall. Our way, over the
sometimes slippery rocks, was aided by strategically
placed, neatly hewn footholds and wooden poles
as handrails. It is obvious that great emphasis has
been placed on preserving the natural beauty and
minimizing the overall impact of the development
on the environment.
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Beside the pool are bamboo & wood structures that
provide resting and eating places for visitors. Here we
could see how the recent (December, 2012) typhoon
Pablo, which nevertheless passed more than three
hundred miles to the South, had not spared Sibuyan
Island. The torrential rain from the typhoon had swelled
the river to bursting and the foundations of one of the
bamboo & wood structures had been eroded.
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sari store with the green screen on the seashore side
of the road.

Kiteboarding Cresta
de Gallo, Sibuyan

Thomas Hellwig
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In a pretty beach house, not far from the unpaved road,
we met Thomas Hellwig: kiteboarding enthusiast and
importer of kites. Thomas extols the virtues of kiteboarding around Sibuyan Island to anyone who stops
by. For him, the sport is best undertaken on Sibuyan
Island because you can kiteboard free of the risk of
tangling with a hundred other kiteboarders - Thomas’s
specific comparison to kiteboarding on Boracay Island’s
Bulabog Beach.

consumption of the party doing the fishing, and
because he never uses scuba gear nor bait when fishing Mayor Rios’s method is freediving.
Listening to Mayor Rios almost made me want to try . . .
“With just a mask and snorkel and a spear gun we
descend over places where suitable fish regularly
congregate and try to remain as still as possible . . . first
come the inquisitive little fish . . . larger fish will follow
to feast on the little fish . . . and if you can hold your
breath long enough then even bigger fish arrive.
“Within 45-90 seconds bottom time there is frequently
at least one fish of edible size that will come within
range of the spear . . . hitting it is another matter”.

Snorkeling Sibuyan

Mayor Rios has a total of thirteen spear guns. One is from
France, another is from Hawaii but most were made by
the Mayor himself. Mayor asserts that two of his spear
guns are actually more usually used to catch shrimps!

Martyn Willes

No joke! Apparently, in the rivers of San Fernando,
are large freshwater shrimp, and the best way to catch
them, so Mayor says, is to spear them.
We thanked Mayor Rios for his hospitality and hopped aboard
our motorcycle to find the kiteboard master of Sibuyan.

Kiteboarding Sibuyan
Also in the municipality of San Fernando is a small,
established “German community”. There are no road
signs to this effect and you have to ask for directions
for the Sa Agoho Beach Resort. Hint: look for the sari-
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Cresta de Gallo is basically a sandbar in the middle of
the Sibuyan Sea; by boat from Sa Agoho Beach Resort, it
will take about 45 minutes. The sand is cool, powdery,
white coral sand. Underwater, the sand gently slopes
away but the attraction of Cresta de Gallo is that,
whatever the season, the wind always blows along the
sandbar and, almost always, you will be the only people
kiteboarding there.
Thomas is enthusiastic about the prospect of bringing
regular groups of kiteboarders to Cresta de Gallo, in his
all-new, motor-banka that is purpose built for the task.
I can also imagine that he will also have large groups of
beach-lovers who will want to camp out there, to enjoy the
tranquility of the sandbar. Looking at Cresta de Gallo
today is a bit like turning back the clock to 1980 on the
famous white beach of Boracay Island.

It may take many dives before you actually catch your breakfast but Mayor Rios never returns home empty-handed.

Moths mating in a
manner most mothlike

He also points out that, depending on the season (northeast or southwest monsoon) different beaches will be
more suitable for kiteboarding, and this may require a
hour or two of travel along unpaved roads. But then he
showed us his photographs taken at Cresta de Gallo . . .

The marine protected area and fish sanctuary at
Paraiso Point, Cajidiocan, has been described by ABSCBN Foundation’s Gina Lopez as “rolling carpets of
coral”. Everyone we met, who had the chance to snorkel
there, apparently agrees. The only reason we cannot
comment is that the sea was too rough, we were told,
and the fishermen who would guide us there were
reluctant to venture out. We were told that the best
time of year to snorkel Paraiso Point is between March
and June, when the winds are less and the sea state
largely placid.
There are other marine protected areas around Sibuyan
that are well worth donning a mask and snorkel for.
Active Boating & Watersports will revisit Sibuyan in the
future, with sufficient time to do all justice.

Paddling Sibuyan
Sibuyan Island is not quite yet a kayaking destination
but paddling is readily available in the environs of
Magdiwang.
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the time you read this), so that you can paddle the day
away under the shade of the overhanging trees or, for
the more adventurous, paddle the Magdiwang River
rapids all the way to the sea.
Today, on the lower reaches of the Magdiwang River,
near its outfall into the Sibuyan Sea, you can hire a
paddle banka and be leisurely transported up the river
estuary, to mangrove lined places where only birds and
small critters perch. On the Magdiwang River by day
there are many birds to see and by night the mangroves
are filled with romance, as a thousand fireflies fill the
air to serenade your passage beneath the stars.

Girlie Cervantes

Other Distractions In Sibyuan

On Sibuyan Island we stayed at the Sanctuary Garden
Resort – an attractive hillside resort, with pathways
through beautiful flower beds and stands of fruiting
trees.

The Magdiwang River, that forms much of the western
boundary of the resort property (like all rivers on
Sibuyan Island) features crystal clear water with multiple
species of fish. Beside the resort is a long stretch of
deep water that is ideal for a pleasant afternoon of kayaking
and for birdwatching. The resort is in the process of
acquiring kayaks (which should have been delivered by
The tranquility of
paddling the Mandiwang
River at dusk
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One of the dominant water feature of San Fernando
is the Catingas River. Also a favorite of ABS-CBN
Foundation’s Gina Lopez, the Catingas River is currently
reputed to be the cleanest inland body of water in the
Philippines and the second cleanest in the World. What
is certain is that it is an impressive tumbling river course
with large pools and rapids.
Just two minutes off the main road, the Catingas River
resort area offers swimming, diving off a series of
diving boards (set at up to 30 feet above the water),
white-water tubing or, you can strap yourself onto a
zipline that twice crosses the river. Watching the young
daredevils diving from the highest board, it occurred
to me that maybe there is an Olympic diving champion
here just waiting to be discovered.
On the day we visited, the zipline and the white-water
tubing were not available because repairs to structures
were being undertaken. The repairs were necessary
because of damage caused by the torrential rains that
marked the passage of typhoon Pablo through the
southern Philippines (December, 2012).
Not watery, but if you have three days available, the
climb to the summit of Mt. Guiting-guiting (2058 meters)

Girlie Cervantes
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Catingas River, San
Fernando for whitewater tubing and
zipline

is breathtaking. You do not have to be a professional
mountain climber because there is more than one path
to the summit, but you do have to be prepared for
some spectacular scenery.

Diving high board
into the Catingas
River – future
Olympic diving
champion?

In the local dialect Mt. Guiting-guiting translates most
closely to “a saw blade”. The jagged ridge that runs to
near the summit looks exactly like a saw blade, with a
row of ragged green teeth. Visiting Sibuyan in February
is not the best time of year to take photographs of
the entirety of Mt. Guiting-guiting because the summit
frequently wears a cap of cloud, but we did capture
one image of the saw blade, before breakfast on the
morning of our departure.

Girlie Cervantes

Along the way you will pass through much forested areas
and if you ask your guide then s/he will identify most
of the species for you. One of the most interesting species
is the tiga tree or “iron wood”. So called because it
is so solid that it is virtually impossible to cut with a
standard axe. Extremely useful as primary support of
native houses, the first settlers on the islands did not
fell a tree by cutting but instead set a fire at its base
until it burned through; cutting the trunk to length was
achieved in a similar way. Reportedly useful as a substitute
for cannonballs, the tiga tree/iron wood was also originally
used to make duck-pin bowling balls.

In advance of our visit to Sibuyan Island, we had been
told that there was little here for a water sports enthusiast,
so we had budgeted only three days. We should have
planned a week in order to do the opportunities
for water sports the justice that the island so richly
deserves . . . even more days to take the time to meet
more of the really friendly, Sibuyan people and to
explore the rainforest.
As the morning clouds above Mt. Guiting-guiting
expanded to embrace its peaks and valleys with life
perpetuating moisture, feeding its unique flora and
fauna and filling its rivers with pure and clean water
for the benefit of all its inhabitants below, we waved
a reluctant but hopeful goodbye to Sibuyan Island an island that stands as brilliant testament to the
magnificence of Mother Nature’s diversity.
Visit Sibuyan Island now, to protect it for all our
children’s children.

How To Get To Romblon
The Romblon group of islands are accessible by flights
from Manila NAIA and ferry services from Batangas and
Caticlan (Boracay). The following information is current
as of February 2013; Governor Firmalo is determined
that these services will expand further within this year,
so that all the islands become easily accessible, as his
tourism development plans unfold.
The only airport currently available in the Romblon
group is at Tugdan Airport, on Tablas Island. Three

Seadoo GTX 155
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available for this route. To get to Sibuyan the only current
option is to take the daily Montenegro Lines ferry from
Romblon town about two hours travel).

Three morning flights
a week with Zest Air
are available

morning flights a week with Zest Air are available. More
flights will be added to this route as the number of
passengers increase within 2013. Soon, according
to Governor Firmalo, when the runway lighting is
installed, evening flights from Manila, via Cebu Pacific
Air, will be available. Also, according to Mayor Ibarra
Manzala of Magdiwang, Sibuyan, the DOTC have
located and approved development of a new airport
within the municipality . . . but this may take a while to
become a reality.
Ferry services from/to Odiongan (Tablas) and Romblon
Town are operated by Montenegro Lines out of Batangas
Port, and negotiations are underway to supplement these
services with others from the ferry services company 2Go.
If you are planning to go from Tablas to Romblon then
morning ferry services are available daily with Montenegro
Lines and also via a motorized banka service (about one
hour travel); private charter motorized bankas are also

The biggest challenge is that, at the moment, the ferry
companies and the airline have not coordinated their
schedules so, if you choose to fly into Tugdan Airport to
get Romblon town, you will almost always have to stay
one night on Tablas Island . . . unless you also choose
to avail of a private charter motorized banka (around
Php3,000 / US$75 good for up to twenty people)

Where To Stay In Romblon
There are scores of lodges, resorts and small hotels on
Tablas Island (see the directory with this article for a
small selection). We had the great pleasure to stay at
Villa M, near Looc Bay, and to visit the By The Sea Resort,
just South of Looc Bay. Both offer superb accommodation
and reasonable prices, with sumptuous food included
in the per-person rates. Note: if you need Internet during
your stay in Tablas then Villa M, despite all its other
exquisite charms, may not work for you at the moment.
For kiteboarders the Algicay Beach resort is perfectly
located on the best beach for the sport.
On Romblon Island there is a smaller selection of
accommodations and generally the facilities are slightly
lower in standard than on Tablas. We stayed at Anchor
Bay Watersports, which has two beautiful rooms with a
tranquil sea-view but with a shared shower and washroom. You may also consider the Diwan Resort, with

Girlie Cervantes

The Villa M infinity
pool at sunrise

Girlie Cervantes
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From Caticlan to Looc Bay, Tablas Island, there is a daily
motorized banka service.
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On Sibuyan Island we stayed at the Sanctuary Garden
Resort, in Magdiwang, about five minutes from the ferry
terminal. This resort is very pretty and the suite rooms
are generous and beautifully furnished (they also offer
dormitory accommodation), the restaurant is adequate
for most needs and, if you like swimming in a river, you
could argue that the Sanctuary Garden Resort has the
largest swimming pool in the entire Romblon group –
almost a kilometer long. There are a small number of
beach resorts scattered around the island but we did
not have the opportunity of reviewing them on this
occasion. Home-stay is very popular around Sibuyan.
Vicky’s, in Magdiwang, is the most famous, and if you
drop by the municipal halls then they can give you a
list of others that have been checked and approved as
having met their exacting tourist standards.

Chris Bech

its pretty cottage rooms set within the mangroves; this
resort offers one of the few swimming pools on the island.
If you are planning to scuba dive, then most of the dive
shops offer suitable beach resort accommodation. In
the town of Romblon there are numerous lodges and
a couple of hotels with reasonable facilities. Being
social and eating out is most common in Romblon
town, where there is a good selection of restaurants
and bars with sensibly priced food.

Hon. Proceso J. Alcala (R), Secretary Department of Agriculture and Governor Firmalo
releasing turtle hatchlings
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ROMBLON

When To Visit/
What To Do In
The Romblon
Islands

Activity

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Bird Watching

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

Flyboard

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

Jet Skiing / Water Toys

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

Kayaking

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

Kiteboarding

TS

TS

TS

TS

TS

S

S

S

S

S

TS

TS

Sailing

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

Scuba Diving

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

Snorkeling

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

RTS

Wakeboarding

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

Wind Surfing

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

RT

Spear Fishing

Trekking/Waterfalls

T

T

T

T

Key: R = Romblon, T = Tablas, S = Sibuyan

List of
Contacts
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Romblon Island

Tablas Island

Sibuyan Island

Anchor Bay Watersports
+63 918 247-9941
dennis@anchorbaywatersports.com

Tablas Fun Resort
+63 919 483-8591
info@tablasfun.com

Sanctuary Garden Resort
+63 920 217-4127
info@sanctuarygardenresort.com

Villa M
+63 917 886-3178
rsmmnx@hotmail.com

Pearl’s Beach Café
With Bed & Breakfast

“The beach front café where delicious food &
ambience perfectly blend.”

Pearl’s Travel & Tour Café
A cozy place located at the center of the town…
The place where one can begin its island tour.

Mouse’s Morsels Deli, Pub, Western Cuisine
Contact Person: Pete McCullagh Contact No. : 09175607133
Email: peter47mccullagh@gmail.com
M.L. Quezon St., Barangay Liwanag, Odiongan, Romblon, Tablas Island, Philippines

Sato-Dizon Arcade
Odiongan’s Finest Hotel

Contact Person: Ligaya Sato-Batang Tel. (042) 567 6070 Cell. 09272629376
Email: nelsiefabula@yahoo.com Web: Sato-Dizon Arcade
Barangay Tabing Dagat, Odiongan, Romblon, Tablas Island, Philippines

Centro De Las Islas Filipinas Hotel
At the Center of the Philippines

Contact Person: Anthony Miguel F. Gadon Tel. (042)5676058
Cell. 09163775358 / 09215291387 Email: centrohotel_odio@yahoo.com
Pier, Barangay Batiano, Odiongan, Romblon, Tablas Island, Philippines

LYN’SWEFERN
GARDEN
CATER FOR ALL OCCASSIONS

Contact Person: Lyla F. Falogme Tel. (042) 567 5812 Cell. 09291786464
Barangay Budiong, Odiongan, Romblon, Tablas Island, Philippines

Paksi Cove Resort
HARBOUR CHATEAU Hotel
Barangay Poctoy, Odiongan, Romblon, Tablas Island, Philippines

Contact Person: Edzen Arevalo Contact Nos. 09176055667 / 09195581447
Barangay Talisay, Calatrava, Romblon, Tablas Island, Philippines

Binucot Sunset Cove Resort

Binucot Beach Resort

Contact Person: Michaela Baumeister
Contact No. 09297875486 Email: willibaumeister@gmail.com
Barangay Bunsuran, Ferrol, Romblon, Tablas Island, Philippines

Contact Persons: Peter +63 918633162, Geraldine +63 9186331643
Uwe +63 9085055061, Anna +63 9288288681
Email: Binucot.Beach@yahoo.com, Fb: www.facebook.com/BINUCOT
Barangay Bunsuran, Ferrol, Romblon, Tablas Island, Philippines

THORRA DIRECTORY
DIRECTORY
THORRA

Serves Breakfast, Lunch, Snacks & Freshly Brewed
A five minutes’ walk from the town, made of
native materials & where nature is at its best … Barako Coffee.
Beautiful sunset, cool sea breeze, peaceful and
Odiongan Commercial Center
restful surroundings.
M.L.Quezon St., Barangay Liwanag
464 Firmalo Blvd. Barangay Ligaya Blvd.
Odiongan, Romblon
Odiongan, Romblon, Tablas Island, Philippines Tablas Island, Philippines
Telephone No. (042) 567-6048 or 09175927932
Email: pearl_harder@yahoo.com
Website: pearlsbeachcafe.com

THE COOL STONE ENTERPRISES (A Family run business established 2005)
David and Marites Kershaw Brg Cajimos, Romblon Town, Romblon 5500
Tel. 0929 304 0920 dpkershaw@gmail.com
www.madefrommarble.com ( UK Partners Web-site ) coolstone.siteslot.com

jo gelato italiano
Green Haus, Punta, Looc, Romblon, Tablas Island, Philippines
Contact No.: 09397797133
BOATING&
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LASSIFIED ADS

Regal Bow Rider Jet for Sale

  
 
LOA 17 Feet. Built USA - 1998. Fitted with a Mercury 175XR Jet
drive. All original documents available. In immaculate Condition.

PhP990,000

0918-963-8177

SeaRay 180 Bowrider Power Boat
For Sale

(2007) 19 foot 8 inches LOA. Powered by a 4.3-ltr Mercruiser gasoline engine with Alpha 1 MCM Sterndrive, power assisted steering.

PhP1,500,000

0939-936-4045

SeaRay 200 Select Power Boat
For Sale

21 foot LOA. Powered by a 300hp inboard gasoline engine
(approx 100 hours) with stern drive. For up to eight persons

PhP1,800,000

0918-963-8177

150hp Johnson
Outboard Motor
(1995) 2-stroke outboard with a
25-inch leg. 365 original hours and
in excellent running condition.
Comes complete with controls, Morse
cables and instruments. Tacho, hour
meter and all fittings to link up the
oil drum. Spare impeller rebuild kit,
spark plugs and oil.
6-MONTH WARRANTY

Php 230,000
0918-963-8177

Mercury Force 40
Outboard Motor
For Sale
Mercury Force 40, 40HP 2-stroke,
long shaft, outboard motor. Electric
start and trim & tilt with control
cables. In good condition.

Php 120,000
0918-963-8177

Maxum 1800 MX Bowrider Sport Boat Yamaha 21 Cruiser Speed Boat For Sale
Yamaha Cruiser
For Sale
Speed Boat with

Powered by a 3.0 engine (approx. 18 liters per hour cruising 23
knots), 30 hours, with bimini top, fiberglass flooring w/ carpet.

PhP1,000,000

0939-936-4045

60HP Yamaha
2-Stroke Outboard
Motor; LOA 21ft;
with 2xBimini;
V-berth forward;
Electric Anchor
Winch; Humminbird
Fish Finder; Deck
Shower.

PhP 790,000

Tel/Txt: 0918 963 8177

CLASSIFIED ADS from PhP 750!
Power Boats • Sailing Yachts • House & Lot
Businesses • Motor Vehicles

Call: 02 551 4587 / +63 918 963 8177
E-Mail: info@activeboatingwatersports.com

SEA-EX Booth D9-D16 • www.broadwatermarine.com

perfect
blend
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